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Student Senate OJJens

Davis discusses drop date
By Edmund Mander
Add / drop deadlines should
be pushed back to the middle of
the semester according to John
Davis, president of the student
senate .
Davis addressed the first
senate meeting of the year
Sunday night, at 6:00 in
McConnell Hall.
The first senate meeting is
generally informational, Davis
said, to acquaint new members
with senate procedures.
Davis said. three weeks

Grant failure keeps
Data from Durham

Peter Donovan addressed the Student Senate on Sunday
night.(Brook Tart photo)

Students to protest
new Kari-van routes
By Jim Millard
back route (Miracle Mile to
The restructuring of the Lower Square) at 12:05 from
Kari-van's Dover routes has led · Durham to Bus Stop Market
five roommates to begin a we don't save any time."
Wilber also stated that "the
petition for schedule change.
bus drivers seem to ' be going
The residents of 123
Portland Avenue, Dover. have faster".
Among the other complaints
found that their service is
that these five students voiced
reduced.
"Everyone else has all the were the diminished number of
buses travelling their route.
opportunitie~ on both routes.
According to Wilber, there
We don't and we pay the same
price."said Rob Figler, a senior v\ere 23 buses pas~ing that same
electrical cngineerfng major at
PETITION, page 12
lJ]'.; H. Figler is the main
organizer of the petition.
Scott Wilber, a senior
recreation and parks major. is
also dissatisfied. "We have to
wait an hour tor the bus home
on Monday. Wednesday and
Friday." he said. "By taking the

probably doesn't give sufficient year.
time for students to try out
According to Davis, the
courses, especially those library can only accommodate
courses that meet only once or 1200-1400 students at a time,
twice a week.
and because its "stack
Tht> rfr~rllint> w~~ C'h~ngerl to capacity" (The space reserved
the three week mark with the for books) has been filled,
approval of the academic room for new books must be
council last semester, but Davis found at the expense of study
said there was a problem · spa'ce.
communicating the decision to
Liberal Arts advising for
students.
undeclared majors is another
The senate has also identified concern for the senate, where,
study space in the library as a according to Davis, there is
problem to be addr~ssed this only one full time and two part
time advisors who have to cope
with 1800 undeclared majors.
As the add / drop deadline
approaches. the office at the
College of Liberal Arts
becomes little more than ·a
place to obtain add / drop
cards, Davis said.
"The Liberal Arts Advising
Center has been very
the project whose overall cost is cooperative," Davis said. "We
must make the students aware
$34.85 million, Sweet said.
Data General manufactures that they need ( to seek out)
small computer stations and counseling."
According to Davis another
main frame computers. Two
buildings would be construct- big problem is voter
ed, Sweet said, in "a two phase registration, and the senate will
development." The first be making efforts to encourage
building would function to students to register in time for
develop new products and the November election.
The Student Senate has
computer programs. The
second would actually several vacancies for commuter
senators, as well as an opening
assemble these products. Applications for grants are for academic council and
graded on a set of criteria, personnel officer, Davis said.
Sweet said. Durham was The senate is looking for
applications to fill these posts.
DAT A, page 12

By Diane Mullin
Although there is still some
hope, according to Durham
business manager Dean Sweet,
the outlook is not good for the
possibility of Data General
building its new plant in
Durham.
·•obviously, the business is
going to be good for the town,"
Sweet said. Although some
individuals and groups have
expressed opposition to the
construction, Sweet said, this is
not what is stopping Data
General.
400 new jobs would be
created in the first phase. and
600 in the second, Sweet said.
The problem is due to the
fact that the town of Durham
did not receive the $3. I 5
million federal grant it applied
for to complete the funding for

Policy on lost keys
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By Susan Davis
Students who lose a key to
. their dormitory room now have
less time to locate it before
having to pay for it.
In the past, when a student
lost a room key. they were
issued "loaner keys" from the
various Community Desks on
campus. Because these "loaner
keys" were often issued
indefinitely, the locks on the
doors were not changed, yet in
most cases a lost key was still
somewhere in circulation,
according to Assistant Director
of Residential Life Janet
Durkin.
Often a resident would lose a
room key and not inform his or
her roommate(s), therefore
many students were unaware
that their room was injeapordy
of being broken into, she said.
Under the new policy,
according to Durkin, a loaner
key will still be issued to

•
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dorms

residents who have lost their
room key. However, "it will
only be issued for 72 hours,
during which time the student
will have a chance to possibly
find his key," she said. If after
the 72 hours the key is not
found, a new lock will be
installed.
Students also have the
option of requesting that a new
lock be installed immediately
upon the loss of their key. In
either case, the installation fee
for a new lock is $35 and will be
assumed by the student.
The new policy is an attempt
to improve security in the
residential halls on campus,
acco,ding to John Whitaker,
assistant manager of environmental systems.
"Security in the residence
halls ranks as top-priority and
we are confident that the new
procedure insures a higher
degree of security for all of our
residents," he said.

Susan Munroe prepares one of her delicious dogs from her
stand in the Pettee Brook Market paking lot yesterday.(Frank
Consentino photo)
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Goofy golf tournament draws crowds for charity
By Nancy Staples
The Sixth Annual Ceres
Street Open began Saturday
night with a "Golf Ball" at the
Portsmouth Country Club and
continued Sunday morning
with a breakfast from 9-10 at
the Warehouse Restaurant.
The Opening Ceremonies
began at 10:30 a.m. with Jay
Foley, Son of Mayor Irene
Foley and _B arbara DorinDunfey as the masters of the
ceremony. At 11 :00 a.m. was
the shotgun tee-off beginning
the "most unique golf
tournament."
"The World's Most Unusual
Golf Tournament·· consisted of
. two seven-hole courses which
went through parking lots,
winding ·streets, restaurants,
alleys, down stairs, into
dumpsters and into a bathtub ·
in Portsmouth.
"It's by no means serious,"
said a Massachusetts
-' participant. "It's complete
idiocy, that's all."
· Twenty-three· teams each
. I consisted of four people to a
team and four caddies.
Equipment required for play
were 9 irons, 6 irons, a putter, a
tennis racquet and plastic balls.
The caddies used shopping
carts and ice-cream freezers as
their golf carts and each one

contained beers·, champagne
and other such beverages.
"It's the annual thing to do,"
said Jeff Gordon, a participating judge· from Portsmouth,
"and it's a good excuse to

drink," said many participants.
The main organizers of this
Ceres Street Open were Anne
Blanchard, Russel Rahn,
Michael Smith and Tony
Scarponi. The event was to

raise money for the Seacoast
Big Brothers / Big Sisters and
the Hugh Gallen Special
Children's Fund.
"There are about 500 people
here today," estimated Jay

Foley, one of the two masters
of ceremony at the 10:30
opening. Foley wore an anklelength tie starred and striped
like a flag.
Foley estimated that $10,000
would be made, all being
donated to charity. $300.00 was
donated per foursome
participating, or $75.00 per
. player and $10.00 per caddy.
The major sponsor was Miller
Lite.
There was also an estimated
I 00 volunteers for this event
and Mark Robinson, a
volunteer from Durham, N.H.
said he was up at 4: 15 that
morning helping out. Included

ontestants m
ost nusual Golf Tournament" on Ceres Street in Portsmout me
up for a turn at 'the water hole'. The players entered to benefit The Hugh Gallen Children's Fund
and Big Brothers, Big Sisters Program of NH.(Brook Tart photo)

in the volunteers for this
community service were a few
Kappa Sigma brothers of
UNH.
"It will be the most fun you
can have with your clothes on",
said Robinson. "I think it's
gonna be a riot", said a member
of a passing crowd all dressed
in "halloween-type" uniforms.
The spectators, sponsors,
participants and volunteers all
dressed in imaginative
costumes. They ranged from a
team of fairies, sprinkling fairy
dust, to a team of doctors who
said their costumes weren't too
difficult- to retrieve since !hey

GOLF, page 14

·Mathematician studies the greenhouse effect
By Doug Roberts
UNH News _Bureau
DURHAM, N.H.-Late in
August they stopped. Finally.
For more than a year,
Berrien Moore III says, a
succession of students at the
University of New Hampshire's
Complex Systems Research
Center had been entering a
coded map of the world into a
computer. The map divides the
earth's land masses into 40,000
squares and indicates the soil
type of each square.
The map is a key part of
Moore's mathematical model
of the carbon dioxide cycle.
Moore says the model
describes the earth as it
"breathes "-using physical

laws . to describe how Carbon
Dioxide passes . through the
atmosphere, oceans, plants and
animals in rhythm with the
seasons.
The model's complexity is
mind-boggling. Moore says a
Jarge computer, using a similar
model of the Atlantic Ocean,
once took eight hours just to
calculate · how long it would
i&ake to solve one problem. ·

carved a unique place for
himself in the scientific world.
Moore began by creating
mathematical models of
natural processes more
complex than ever done,
models requiring so many
calculations that only the
development of powerful
computers in the mid-seventies
made them practical. To this he
added a vision of the world as
an integrated biological
system, one in which one part
The Whole Earth
could not be altered without
Moore, director of the - affecting the whole. And,
UNH's Complex Systems
finally, he chose the element
which virtually life is based
Research Center, is a boyishupon, carbon, and followed it
looking 42-year-old whose
through its changes in air,
speech retains the soft touch of
oceans, plants, animals and
his native Georgia. He has

machines.
The result has been a new
understanding of how the
world works.
Moore
established that the buildup of
carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere is not only a
product of industrial activity
by humans, but also a
consequence of worldwide
deforestation. Clearcutting of
trees in the Amazon Basin, he
showed, creates new sources of
Carbon Dioxide. This finding
in turn, forced marine scientists
to reconsider established
notions about how the oceans
work.
Mid-life Crisis
Moore is a member of the

NASA panels and a research
scientist at the Stockholm
Institute of Meteorology. Yet ·
only eight years ago, he says,
his knowledge of the natural
world was at the '"subfreshman" level.
Then Moore had a
promising future in an obscure
field of theoretical mathematics. His specialty was operator
theory, "a very theoretical and
very abstract" area of pure
mathematics, according to
UNH mathematics department
chairman Richard Balomenos.
Moore and UNH mathematician Eric Nordgren received
five National Science
MOORE, page 22

NEIIIS ·IN BRIEF
By Michelle Evans
This week, we, The New
Hampshire staff, have decided
to replace the News in Brief
column with a refreshingly
different world view. (More
realistically, we realized at3:36
that we had forgotten to do
them. Yes, we really do stay up
that late on production nights.)
So this is a forum for random
expression, is it? I'll keep it
apolitical, except to say that I
believe in choice. The only
story I had time to notice in the
papers today was the birth of
Di and Chuck's second kid; and
that Harry's a fairly
undignified name for a prince.
Let's see, random thoughts ...
My friend's car hit a deer ~he
other day, and the only thmg
people ask her is, .. How's the
car?" ... I almost cried during a
story that was read aloud in my
writing fiction class today ... My
grandfather was a Czech, a~d
when he got off the boat m
America, they couldn't

pronounce his name, so they candidate for President of the
wrote "Evans" down on his United States. (Oops, I said this
'papers ... ! might as well let my would be apolitical.)
tan fade now ... I'll · bet my
Maybe, since I'm going to be
parents still think I'm going to surviving on my own very
take my LSA T's and become a shortly, I should teach myself
rich lawyer inste_ad ofa starving to cook. or at least pick up after
writer. .. September is a myself. I think I'm the type of
beautiful month in New person who could be perfectly
Hampshire ... October through .content in a tiny cottage
June is pretty hard to take, perched high on a sand dune,
though .. .I applaud the Herald's with nothing but a desk and a spunk ... I'm going . to miss typewriter. .. provided my yacht
Nick's when I leave at the end was moored over in the bay.
of this semester. .. I wish thev
I've given over nearly sixteen
tipped better at Nick's ·(that's~ years of my life to this business
not-so-random thought) ...
of being a student. In how '
These news briefs sure take many countries is that possible?
up a big chunk of space.
For how many people in this
So, what's the international country is that possible?
situation? Desperate, as usual.
More random thoughts ...
That's a borrowing from Kurt Someday, it will be in vogue to
Vonnegut. I consider him to be be from New Jersey ... Someone of my heroes, if members of day, our new typesetting
my generation can be said to machine will be hooked up here
believe in anything as hokey as in the office, and we won't have
heroes anymore. Ann Landers to be here until dawn
is another of my heroes, as well anymore...It's going to be
as my personal write-in _ awfully cold walking home

after this,- although it-'s still
September, the most beautiful
month in New Hampshire ...
Ernest Hemingway is defintiely
· another one of my heroes ...
There's a poster on the wall I'm
staring at, with a picture of a
head in silhouette. inside the
head is printed, "This space for
rent."
Five things which I consider
to be unique to the college
experience: 1)Spring Break 2)
Hop-Skip-Jump-and-Go-Naked 's (can you honestly
imagine ordering one of those
in a real bar?), 3) communal
sinks 4) "Impact of Leisure"
and 5) Karl's.
Five things which I consider
to be unique to the college
experience, c. ·t which probably
aren't: I) all-nighters, 2) loud
stereos, 3) tofu st roga noff, 4)
eating ice cream for dinner
instead of tofu stroganoff, and
5) Hop-Skip-Jump-and-GoNaked's.
Five things which I miss

about the first apartment I ever
lived in on this campus: 1) our
living room, a.k.a. the
basketball court, as it was so
huge, 2) the bridge we built
over the mud flat which was
our lawn, 3)1he picture window
which we sprayed with snow at
Christmas time, and people
signed their names in at our
parties, 4) the way none
us
ever cooked there, so all we
ever had in the fridge was takeout leftovers, 5) my
roommates.
One thing I will never miss
about the first apartment I ever
lived in on this campus: the
dishes in the kitchen sink.
Well, this should be long
enough. If you arc reading this
in the dining hall, which is
where most people read this.
please don't spill any t·o ru
stroganoff on me. Thank you
for your time.
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•
draws fire on U.S.
Acid rain
By Edmund Mander
The US received severe
criticism from Canadian and
European delegates to a forum
on acid rain, held at the New
England Center last week.
.Governor John Sununu and
Congressman Norman
D'Amours also addressed· the
gathering along with official_s

from Norway, Germany,
Sweden and Canada.
. Delegates had the opportunity to see the Canadian
documentary · .. Acid Rain:
Requiem or Recovery," which
g~ined much publicity last year
when the Reagan administration condemned it as foreign
propaganda, and att~mpted to

Dorm damage going
out of S.T.Y.L.E.
Govenor John S-uminu(I), Brandon Whittaker, · Sec. of
Environmental Conservation for Vermont and W&lter Giles,
Ontario Deputy Minister of the Environment look on during
last week's forum on acid rain.(Edmund Mander photo)

TRIO program aids
in Upward Bound

By Margaret Consalvi
'"Useless and a voidable"
dorm damage. cost Residential
Life _$53,417 last year,
according to Anne Lawing,
Assistant Director of
Residential Li.fe. Of this
. amount, $38,662 was used for
"unaccounted for" damage.
Vandalism, tampering with
fire ·extinguishers, trash or
unusual cleanup for which
students are not responsible
totals 72 percent of dorm
damage for which students are
billed, Lawing said.
"We're trying to be positive
about this and urge people to
take responsibility for their
action," she said. "We want to
motivate students to come forward and admit if they
damage something."
·
To try and reduce dorm
damage, Lawing and other
administrators in Resi-Life
formed a S.T.Y.L.E. (Stop
Trashing Your Living
Environment) committee.
S.T.Y.L.E. was modeled after
the very successful program at
the University of Connecticut,
Lawing said.
"Our aim this year is to ·
address the topic of damage in
advance, and save students the

trouble of living in arid paying
for~ vandalized environment,"
Lawing said.
According to Lawing, the
purpose of the committee is to
make students aware of how
much the damage costs them
and the things they can do to
lower their damage bills.
The UN H S. T. Y. L. E.
program consists of three
subcommittees and is made up
of University administrators,
Resi-life staff, and representatives of UN H student
government.
The first subcommittee deals
with publicity and_ will
concentrate on familiarizing
the acronym S.T.Y.L.E. and to
let the students know what the
program includes.
The second subcommittee
will conduct special projects,
the first of which will be a
videotaped production
detailing how damage occurs
and how repair procedures are
handled.
The third subcommittee,
labeled "administrative liason"
wi_l_l a_im at i_mproving the kind
of mf ormat10n students receive
on dorm damage.

censor it.
"The debate is no longer
about whether to act on acid
rain~ but what to do about acid
rain" said Konrad von Moltke
Director of the Institute fo;
European Environmental
Policy, in his address which
opened the three day forum.
Moltke said that (unlike the
common urban smog) air
pollution today is not a simple
matter of something that can be
seen or touched.
-Appealing for immediate US
action, Moltke said acid rain
had damaged 50 percent of
West Germany's trees, and
there

was

"incontroverta hie

evidence" that sodium dioxide
emmissions were responsible
for pollution in Scandanavian
lakes, where it is alleged that
fish and vegetation have been
decimated as a result of a high
level of~idity in the water. .
Barnett Danson, Canadian
consul-general in Boston~ said
that pollution - crossing the
border from the US accounts
for 50 percent of chemical
·deposits in neighboring areas
of Canada.
Claiming that 40 percent of
the lakes in Quebec are affected
by acid rain, and that 47
oercent of Canadian forests
receive "unacceptable" levels
of acid rain, Danson appealed
for mutual cooperation in
dealing with the hazard.
"Our problem is that we
cannot do it alone" he said. To
reduce chemical deposit by 50
percent would cost millions of
dollars, but the "cost of not
reaching these goals is much
greater" Danson said.
Several delegates echoed
Danson 's contention that acid
rain not only harms the natural
environment, but is a hazard to
human health and also attacks
buildings.
Because pollution can travel
hundreds or even thousands of
kilometers from its source
crossing international
frontiers, many delegates
claimed it is a problem calling
for multilateral cooperation.
Moltke said there is no way
of coping with air pollution
without getting into international affairs, and that "the
point has been reached" where
the US can no longer disregard
RAIN, page 21 ,
.

government, provides help for
By Anna Jacobson
The work of the three TRIO students academically
programs in Robinson House underprepared for the studying
is relatively unknown, but to required in college. TASK is
more . than 1000 low income open to all students, regardless
high school and college of their financial position.
There are nine outreach
students, the programs are
counselors in the New
invaluable.
TRIO is the incorporation of Hampshire TRIO staff. Each
three different programs, each counselor works in the same
separately funded on a three county in which he or she lives
year basis by the U.S. and works with about 150 high
school students, college
Department of Education.
The program aids stuJients freshmen,- and non-traditional
whose families' incomes do not students.
Work-study students are
exceed the limit set by this
also employed by TRIO. They
government agency.
Th e . o.r g a n i z a t i o n a i d s
TRIO, page 26
DAMAGE, page 12
students throughout their high
school and college years.
The TRIO program reaches
high school freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors
through Upward Bound. This
division of TRIO provides
By Michelle Evans
weekly tutoring sessions, access
houses are inspected on an floors are vacated, Cote said
to cultural events, and outdoor
annual basis, Cote said, that the house members have
Fire
hazards
will
not
activities for students
mandate the closing of the "usually in the springtime to set up an hourly watch,
considering college, technical
entire
Kappa Sigma fraternity give them the summer to do any between J :00 and 7:00 a.m.,
school, or a training program.
corrections."
calling in to the dispatch center
house as originally reported.
. The objective of Upward
As an interim safety ~ach hour.
Only
the
second
and
third
Bound is to get students
floors of the house will be measure, before. the top two
through high school with as few
vacated
according to assistant
problems as possible.
High school seniors are alumnus advisor Ward
Galanis.
· offered financial aid through
Orignally, the entire house
the Educational Ta lent Search
_was slated to close pending
(ETS).
repairs on various fire hazards,
According to Marcia Johns,
director of ETS, "The but discussions between house
Fcl11cMional Talent Search is members, advisors, and the
looking for untapped UN H safety department have
educational talent.. .. We help produced an alternate solution.
Social activities, such as rush
students who have the potential
to undertake in post-secondary and parties will be held in the
education but don't consider it ·house, and residents of the first
because of the finances needed floor will be allowed to remain
Galanis said.
'
to get through college."
"Downstairs is made of
ETS provides c·ollege
planning help and career cement;" Galanis said, "it's not
counselling. Students involved going to burn."
"There are numerous
in this . program- can also
arrange to have certain hazards," said Captain Cote of
application and testing fees the UN H safety department.
Cote specifically cited
waived or minimized.
Upon reaching college, the "egress" or exiting problems,
Special Services program of · rooms and corridors which
TRI~ takes over. The Special contain combustible materials
Services organization on the and "some problems with th~
UN H campus is the Training in wiring."
1 repair estimate was not yet
Academic Skills (TASK)
center, located in Room 35D of available, but "repairs" will
include the building of new
Stoke Hall.
_Babette LaMarre (I~ and Lisa Marris taking time out yesterday to enjoy a snack in the warm fall
TASK, financed in part by exits.
All fraternity . and _s..orority___. s~n_-(~r~!1~ _<;::~(!S~!1!•!1~_ph_
o_t(}l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - · - - - ---- .
UN H and- in_ par:Lby-:- the-U.S.
'

Safety OK's house for socials

--·
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After one vear, .
apartments full
By Teresa Conroy
"It's the best of both worlds.
You get both apartment life
and dorm li.fe," said j un~or
Mark Lavoie, about the new
apartment complex now
completed, holding 392juniors
and seniors.
There are I 62 more students
this year, and more than half of
the last year residents returned
to the two bedroom, completely
furnished apartments located
up behind Snively Arena.
Senior Eric Lundquist, one
of the first few students who
moved in last September has
seen the complex change
drastically.
"The landscaping they have
done,. the new Community
Center, and laundry facilities
ar~ great additions," Lundquist
said.
"'The management of the
apartments is well run and
maintenance problems are
fixed quickly," said Junior Lee
Hicks. This will hopefully
continue even though Dave
Bongiovanni has left the
position of the Apartment
Complex Manager that he held
since the opening of the
complex.
The position is currently
open, while Nancy Gaudet, the
Assistant Manager, is
assuming managerial responsibilities.
The new manager. will have
to live up to the high standards

that t·he students say
Bongiovanni has set forth. One
student ~id that Bongiovanni
did "an awesome job."
Regarding to the noise level,
Lundquist said, "although
there are almost 400 people up
here, you would never realize
that there are that many
people ... parties do go on, but it
isn't loud."
"We're giving the students
the benefit of the doubt to
APARTMENTS, pugc 9

The new lJnrlE>rgra,hrntP Apartments are finally finished and landscapcd.(Karen Hartnett photo)

U.S.-Canadian discord
By Margaret Consalvi
"The traditional love-hate
relationship" between Canada
and the U.S. was the topic of a
seminar on U .S.-Canadian
relations, held Friday,
September 14 at 4 p.m. in the
Elliott Alumni Center.
· The main speaker was
professor Charles F. Doran,
director of the Center of
Canadian Studies, John
Hopkins University, Washington, D.C.
Doran started the session by
saying that "both governments
have tried hard (since 1980) to
effectively coordinate their
policies."
" The strong personalities of
former Prime Minister
Trudeau and President Reagan

•

IS

discussed

and the differing viewpo~nts was not "particularly·
each held were maJor concerned by the slippage in
contributors to previous poor the east-west balance by
possible involvement of the
relations. ·
"Each government was Soviet hand in Third World
strong minded and ideologi- communist movements," a
cally committed, but the pamphlet written by Doran
direction of these commitments said.
Canada wanted to both
was not always the same,"
prosper economically and
Doran said.
The newly formed Reagan flourish politically. They
administration, in an attempt wanted to "make their own
to grasp a safe and popular mistakes and be responsible for
foreign policy topic,· (had) their own success," Doran said.
Canada so ugh t greater
centered on the idea of the
North American Accord, distance from-not closer ties
Doran said, feeling this to-the United States, Doran
agreement would show North said. They felt that less
America was off limits to dependence on the U.S. and
further communist encroach- more interaction with the · rest
of the world would lead to
ment.
Canada, on the other hand, "greater Canadian political

maturity and self-confidence."
The United States however,
felt that "good relations with
Canada automatically meant
close relations," Doran said.
Thus, as the U.S. moved closer
to Canada, Canada pulled
further away.
According to Doran,
Can_ada took three major steps
to distance themselves from the
U.S. First, toughening terms
for allowing foreign firms to
make new investments or
transfer old investments.
Canada then announced a
national energy program
designed to reduce foreign, but
mostly American, investment
~nd control in Canadian energy
mdustry from 80 percent to less
than 50 percent by 1990.
CANADA, page 28

......~ - - - - F O R ALL------

STUDENTS

FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 21

Is the Last Day to Drop Courses
Without Academic Liability.
Any Changes After Sept. 21
Require the Permission
Of The College Dean.

Tu€sday, September 13 7:00

"Someone to talk to".
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Police nab shooting suspect
By Ken Fish
Durham police arrested
UN H junior Bradley Stone, 28,
of l Tom Hall Road, Durham,
NH on September 6 on charges
of criminal mischief and
assault.
Stone was arrested in
connection with shooting out a
female UN H student's rear
window while she was driving
south bound on Mad bury
Road in Durham.

investigations for Durham
police, said that the
investigation into the case is
continuing and that further
charges are expected.
Stone was released on a
$1,000 PR bail after his
arraignment in Durham

Supervisor Michael Golding, in charge of criminal

District Court on September 7.
"That's all the information I
can give out at this time, ..
Golding said.
Stone was not available for
comment.

PART-TIME OPPORTUNITY
for industrious college student
offered by Fortune 500 Company

Natural Nutrition & Beauty Products
Interviews by P&G Distributors 6:30 - 9:00 pm
Senat R

New Halllpshire Outing Club
AUTUMN TRIPS!
White Mountain Hiking
Androscoggin Whitewater Canoe
Pawtuckaway Day Hiking
· Mount Morgan Day Hiking
Cabin Work Trip (free!)
Kennebec Whitewater Rafting
Orienting Day Trip
Cabin Work Trip (Free!)
Halloween Trip
Turkey Trip

Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

CALENDAR

21-23
21-23
22 .
29
28-30
5- 7

13
19-21
26-28
Nov. 16-18

Trip signups posted outside our office, Rm. 129, MUB, one week
prior to trip departure. Allmust be NHOC members to go on trips.
Memberships available in our office.

TUESDAY, September 18
ART PRINT SALE: Eas~ / West Lounge, MUB, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Join the Red Cross
Family Tree," Granite State Room, MU B, IO a.m.-3 p.m. Continued
through Friday, September 21
SOCCER: Women vs. Boston College, Death Valley Field, 3:30
p.m.
ELLIOTT FEST IV AL: Jack Beal, Strafford Room, MU B, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, September 19
ART PRINT SALE: East/West Lounge, MUB, 9 a.m.-5 p.rn.
BEN THOMPSON FIELD DAY: Auction begins at noon in Barton
Hall.
NEW-OLD CINEMA FILM: "lkiru," Murkland 110 at 7 p.m.
COLLEGE FAIR: Field House, 7-9 p.m.

THURSDAY, September 20
COLLEGE FAIR: Field House, 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ELLIOTT FESTIVAL: UNH Woodwind Quintet. University
Galleries, Paul Arts, noon
MUSO FILM: "M*A*S*H", Strafford Room, MUB, 7 &9:30p.m.
$1 Admission.

FRIDAY, September 21
CROSS COUNTRY: Men vs. Connecticut, Providence, and Rhode
Island, Cowell Stadium, 3 p.m.
TENNIS: Women vs. Maine, 3:30 p.m.
ELLIOTT FESTIVAL: Juilliard String Quartet. The Juilliard
Quartet has a fresh sense of discovery always present in its playing.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
Last day to add courses without Dean's approval and without $10
late add fee.
Last day to drop courses or withdraw without academic liability.
Last day to choose pass / fail grading alternative.
Last day to carry more than twenty credits without a surcharge.
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NOTICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
WINDSURFERS: Sponsored by Department of
Recreational Sports. Tuesdays. Wednesdays.
Thursdays and Fridays, 9 a.m. to noon, noon to 3
p.m. and 3 to 6 p.m. at Mendum's Pond. Call
Recreational Sports at 862-2031 to sign up. MU B
Information will know if we cancel. Weekend
_-schedule is Saturday and Sunday. 10 a.m. to I p.m.
and I to 4 p.m.
UNH ALL NIGHTER COMMUTERS
MEETING: Sponsored by Department of
Recreational Sports. All commuters interested in
participating on a team for the All Nighter. attend
. meeting on Thursday, September 20, Senate
Room, Memorial Union. noon. If unable to attend
sign up at Commuter/ Transfer Center, MU B or
Room 151, Field House. Call 862-2031 for more
- information.
ALL NIGHTER: Sponsored by Department of
Recreational Sports. "The Skys the Limit" is open
to faculty, staff. graduate and undergraduate
students. Co-rec team sports include volleyball.
. basketball, whiffle ball and innertube waterpolo.
Call 862-2031 for more information. Rosters due
Monday, September 24.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
DURHAM NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING: "Come join us in worshipping
Jesus Christ as Lord." Wednesday, September 19.
Room 310. McConnell. 7:30 p.m.
UNH SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB: Sponsored
by Department of Recreational Sports. Training
times in New Hampshire Hall: Monday, Tuesday.
Wednesday, Thursday, 3:30 to 5 p.m.: Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday, 9 to 10:30 p.m.: Tuesday.
Thursday, 6 to 7:30 a.m. Call 862-2031. Recreation
Sports, for more information.
MINORITY AWARENESS COMMITTEE
MEETING: September 20, 6:30 p.m .. in the MUB
(Chesire Room). Come meet people interested in
eop'ie. Bill Cosby's film "Prejudice" will be
P.
~11ow11.
Kelreshmcnts served.
ALPHA ZETA MEETING: Tuesday, September
18, Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
HORTICULTURE CLUB MEETING: Everyone
interested in horticulture, agriculture, botany or
forestry invited to stop by. Tuesday, September 18,
Room 109, Nesmith, 7 p.m. Open to T-school and
4-year students.
.
UNH JAPANESE CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL
AND NEW MEMBER MEETING: Proposals for
upcoming events, trips and buying supplies.
Tuesday, September 18, Smith Hall, 8 p.m.
FRENCH CLUB MEETING: Venez nombreux.
Wednesday, September 19. Room 10 I. M urkland.
4 p.m.
COOL AID: Weare looking for new members who
are willing to become "trained listeners". Cool Aid
is an organization of "People Helping People",
come join us. Meeting, Wednesday, September 19,
Grafton Room, Memorial Union; 7 p.m.
FORESTRY CLUB / NH STUDENT SAF
CHAPTER MEETING: Foresters, wildlifers,
anyone interested. Wednesday, September 19,
Room 211, James, 7 p.m.
NH OUTING CLUB TRf PS: Androscoggin
Canoe Trip, Friday, September 21 to Sunday,
September 23: Tawtuckaway Hiking Trip,
Saturday, September 22: White Mountain Hiking
Trip. Friday, September 21 to Sunday, September
23. Signup outside NHOC Office, Room 129,
Memorial Union.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY
· AUDITIONS: Sponsored by Theat,e r and
Communication. Open to all UN H students

competent in jazz, ballet, or modern dance. ~pec1al
audition for tap dancers, bring your tap shoes.
Thursday, September 20, Newman Dance Studio,
New Hampshire Hall, 6 p.m.

HEALTH
WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM: Sponsored
h\: ~~alth Servi_ces. Sensible guide to losing weight

1:1tll1zing_ Behavior Modification techniques. Gain
control over your weight and many other aspects
of your life as well. Mondays. Belknap Room.
Memorial Union, 9 to 11 a.m. from September 17
to December 17 or Wednesdays, Senate Room,
Memorial Union. 2 to 4 p.m. from September 19
through December 19.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registrallon Is required. Call l'lbZ-J:!27 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USN H personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
IBM OPEN HOUSE: Sponsored by Computer
Services. An informational open house to talk
about discounts available to UNH faculty. staff.
and students for I BM microcomputers. Thursday.
September 20. Forum Room. Dimond Library. 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
WORDSTAR SEMINAR: Wednesdav.
September 19, Stoke Cluster 2 to 4 p.m.
·
INTRODUCFION TO WORDSTAR -1.2: An
introduction to Word Star, a microcomputer word
processing program. Video editing. formaiiing and
printing arc discussed. Monday. September 24 and
Wednesday, September 26 from 9:30 a.m. to noon.
Fee is $6.
BEGINNING TOPSI0: Course trains users to
interact with the University's mainframe
DECsystem 1090 computers running the TOPS 10
operating system. Covers essential skills for those
who need to use application programs on these
systems. Prerequisite: Using Timesharing Systems
or experience using another timesharing system.
Monday. September 24 from 2 to 4 p.m. Fee is $3.

GENERAL
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP FILM: Becky Pippea's Ow <?I the
Saltshaker. Wednesday. September 19. Coos
Room, Memorial Union. 6:30 p.m.
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
INFORMATIONAL MEETING: Sponsored by
(W.S.B.E.) Barbara Coakley. Washington Center .
Campus Liaison. For students interested in
earning college credit while working as a
professional in Washington, D.C. Wednesday,
September 19, Room 210, McConnell. 7 p.m.
COUNTRY DANCE WITH WILD ASPARAGUS: Sponsored by UNH Country Dancers.
Features members of Swallowtail. caller. George
Marshall. Beginners welcome - all dances taught.
Friday. September 21. Strafford Room. Memorial
Union. 8:30 o.m. Admission is $3.
NOTICE: If you were a working student at UNH.
the end of Semester II - Academic year '83- '84.
and you did not pick up your paycheck dated May
25, 1984. or June 8. 1984. from the MUB Ticket
Office. please inquire at the USN H Payroll Office.
Room 5. Thompson Hall (2-1400). prior to
September 23rd. The Payroll Office will assist you
in locating your check. You must have proper
idcntifica tion with you.

A problem with
picket fences
By Dan Landrigan
As the election draws nearer,
we fence-sitters have an
increasingly difficult time
maintaining our middle-of-theroadship. The battle lines are
drawn and there is no Canada
to run to in political wars.
Through the primary
elections I maintained
impartiality using my
registered independant status
as a shield.
But. the time has come to
make a decision.
Weighing the issues is a
complete waste o1 time.
Political promises are about as
binding as a bottle of Ex-Lax.
Ronald Reagan promised to
balance the budget by 1984 in
1980. Well. I thought that was a
fine idea and might well have
voted for him had I been old
enough. and what would that
have gotten me - heartache
and disillusionment.
Following the candidates
escapades in the newspapers
only results in blackened
fingers and watching the
debates on T. V. leads to
premature near-sightedness.
All the while, the final decision
becomes more difficult.
Voting on thC: issues is passe.
Youthful idealism is dead. The
idea. I've decided, is to pick a
winner and allign my beliefs
accordingly.
There is, as The Commuter
Advocate will tell you a certain
nostalgic respect given to those
people who support the really
big losers, but the champagne
only pours at the winner's
head4 ua rte rs.
The business at hand is to
choose a winner. Unfortunately choosing the winner in the
presidential race isn't as easy
as, say, picking the next Miss
America.

I I!

'\

Anyone can stay neutral
until November 10. take a look
at the polls and vote for the
leader. The real challenge is to
predict and support the winner
with months of bickering left in
the campaign.
So. in the big election the
candidates on one side are the
American Dream Team: hop
along Ron and his side kick
George. Opposing them are
Walt. who should be sent to a
home for the terminally boring
and Gerry the eighteenth
reason why you should call H
and R Block.
Weigh the odds. Reagan is
leading in the polls in 40 states
and his election looks like a
sure thing.
But there's always the
underdog factor on Mondale's
side. And. imagine the gloating
I could do if I backed a winning
Mondale Ferraro ticket.
"I was with Wally when only
the mentally infir 1 vote was
solid I>: in his pocket." I could
say.
The whole campaign
becomes really clouded when
even the polls can't be trusted.
But I have devclloped my
own system. It's a fairly simple
numerical equation.
· Take the percentage of
people supporting the
incumbant in the most recent
poll. divide that ·number by the
anticipated number of voters
and then add to that the
unemployment rate. multiply
by the number of people who
say "yes. I'm better off today
than I was four years ago," and
add the candidates IQ.
If the result is an odd
number. the incumbant will
retain his; her office.
If this scientific method
doesn't suit you. try flipping a
coin along with the rest of
America.
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ATTENTION!

MUB NIGHT GRILL

ALL THOSE INTERESTED

@(M a@Ol fj C9

.✓ TELEVISION PRODUCTION

,.

Open Monday-Thursday
3:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

@O LilO:i

Invited to Attend

Production Meeting
ROOM 110 MUB 7:30 pm. TUESDAY Sept. 20

I 4 lh or Tender Chicken Breast
Strips. Creamy Cole Slaw and
French Fries for $1.95

I
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Bicycle and car
collide on Madbury
By Ken Fish
A car collided with a bicycle
on Madbury Road, Durham,
in front of SAE Monday
morning, according to State
Police.
State trooper Colon Forbes
said Mark Taylor of 121
Durham Road, Dover, was
driving his 1983 Ford car
southbound on Madbury Road
at 7:48 yesterday morning
when he attempted to stop the
bicycle rider, William Sipple,
of Bagdad Road. Durham.
Sipple then

rnn

hi;;

Peugeot

bicycle -~to the side of Taylor's
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Smoker

car.
Forbes said Taylor's reason
for trying to stop Sipple was .
not known.
-------------•

TYPING

"The case is still under
investigation," Forbes said.
Siple was transported to
Portsmouth Hospital complainng of a pain in his left
knee. He was released later in
the day.

• On-Campus
• IBM III

• Reasonable
• Professional

Neither Sipple nor Taylor
were available for comment.
Forbes said it was not known
whether any charges will be
pressed against Taylor.

Call Kelly:

September 18 to September 21

868-1064

Cat's Closet at the M l JB

0
(

lllke· llll !he· I LIii'.'

'.\o nwn: drihhk., "' ,pill-,
\\ilh lllll l'11p 1
IRYll-)01"11 IIKIII'

Games Room at the MUB

l.lloJ.,.ing lnr ,0111e·1hing dilk1c111· 1
cnmc on dn\\11 and tr\ "l\ l(ill'I BOWi l\(i"
1-\n\ ·1 hur,da> nigh! lrnm 7-10:30 p.111.
Onl> 5!k ,iring and lre·c shlle',.
lk,1 2 <llll lll .1 Oll\1li11g lll11rn;1me·n1
W..:dne·\lla>. Se·pte·mhn 19.
l'nln kc: S2.50. trnphie·, a\\arde·d'

How to make peace withTolstoy.

BacJ.,.gammnn lllllrllallle'lll Mnnda>. Sq1te·mh..:1 24
I I llill (,:_1() p.111.
1-2-3 hall h,n\ ling 1,n1rname·111 ·111e·,,L1\.
Se·111e·mhn 25 al 7:30 p.111.

h,,_. more· i11lorn1;1lill11 ;111d ,ig11-11p,
e'llllle' \ i,il II\.

Ml lB Cafeteria

Ilic Bl(i BRI ,1\Kl ·ASI lllr Big Appe·1i1e·,
inl'ludc,:

3 e·gg,. 2 ,irip, ol hacon. 2 ,au,agn .
loa,l. lh>lllc' lric, ;_juie·e· and n>lke·
Al.I. I IIIS IOR 0:\1) \2.50
Co1111li11g pe·1111ie·s".'
Our l)()[ '(illl\l ' I Sl'I CIA) i, e·a,> 011 \<lltr \\all..:!.
A dough11_t1l. _juice· and rolkc 101 75,;;

Ml lB Night Grill

'.\ll time· to prq1;1re· d11111e·r".'
I e·t !he· Ml 'B \ight (irill dll il l,11 ><lll
I'> the· Chie·J.,.e·n Spe·e·i;tl:
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;111d lrcne·h lrie·,--;t\\ lllt onh \1.95
Ope·n l\1<111da\- I hur,da\ lrnm .1:.10-7:.10 p.111.

MllB Pl lB
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If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of seven deliciously
clifferent flavors from . ~. -. · --.. - "'
.
- .-:- · - ...
- -General Foods"
' Cm:
SulSS<' \focl]a
'Oa/4 ~=
CAI(~
,
International Coffees.
r:~ .r-;:1:m · =-t= ·- 1
AM.~

Jris/,7,focl,.~;.1

GENERAL FOODS'~ INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR.

P1 ,L1l

!Ill{

Ill ,{llf' 111

lll1}·, I~! ;11l 11..1.: t. . ' li..:~llll
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\;11L11d;I\ & \11ml;I\ . 111H>11 - 11 p.111
***'I hl'fl' ,,ill Ill' a I.ml & 1-oun<l ~ak
in front ol thl· 1\1 l B Information ( l'nll'r

Available at:

University Bookstore

GENERAL FOODS
C;

1984 General Foods Corporation

on \\ l.-drll'sda~. ~l·Jlll'IIIIJl'r 19.
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Semest~r at Sea
THE
WORLD
-IS YOUR
CAMPUS
TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAIL_INGS
EACH YEAR

Bicycle Touring
Backpacking
Winter mountaineering
Rock climbing
Cross-Country skiing
Canoeing

Departs In Februaru lrom Fort Lauderdale
and In september lrom seattle 1111th stops in
Japan. Korea. Taiwan. Hona Kong, Sri Lanka.
lndla. EauPt. Turkeu. Greece. and Spain.
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester
at Sea offers students an academic program of the .
highest standards with related in-port experiences. This
full semester is available to qualified students from all
accredited colleges and universities.
, With faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh
and other leading universities and augmented by guest
experts, more than 60 university courses are offered.
Optional tours, including special tours into the Peo. pie's Republic of China, are available.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned,
18,000 ton ship, registered in Liberia and built in
America. Semester at Sea admits students without
regard to color, race or creed.

THE FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE
If you are interested in a vigorous learning experience that will
teach you more about yourse(f and others, plan on attending
an informational meeting about the above trips .

Informational Meeting Sept. 18th
at 8:00 pm Markland 110
Trip sign ups Sept. 21 12-2 p·m
in the MUB, Late Sign ups DOSO

Ranrasantatluas w111 be In the mua
18111. 19, 20 I 21 10 am - 2 nm
Sllda show nresantatlon w111 ba sent. 19th 7-8:30 nm
Christensen main 1ounaa
sent. 2oth 7-8:30 nm 110111 main 1ounaa

No Experience Necessary
Open to all students, faculty and staff.
Watch for flyers concerning specific
trip dates.

TELEPHONE TAPE LIIIE ·
a service provided by

Counseling & Testing Center
·

and

. ·

Cool-Aid, Inc.

TAPES AVAILABLE·
862-3354

Anxiety and Possible ways 1:0
Cope with it .......... 30

Depression as a Life Style ..... 433

How to Deal with Depression .. 432

Becoming Independent from
Parents .............. 478

Early Signs of an Alcohol
Problem ........ ;..... 160

How to Deal with Loneliness ... 32

862-2293
··sonwone lo lalk 10··

A Pri\'ah· Anonnnou~ Ht•~our<"t•
Self ~ssertiveness; ..... 402
Standing Up for Yourself .. 10

How to Handle Fears ........... 33

Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate ................ 71

Building Self-Esteem and·
Confidence ........... 35

Expressing Negative Thoughts
and Feelings .............. 6

'Infatuation or Love .......... 70

Timing Problems in Male Sexuality .. 24

Coping with Stress .... 38

Female Homosexuality ....... 20

Male ·Hom.osexuality.......... :.. 21

Types of lntimacy ........... 3

Dating Skills ......... 18

Female Sex Roles .......... 39

Male Sex Roles ................ 40

Understanding Jealousy and How
to Deal with it... .......... 9

Dealing with Anger ..... 8

Fighting Constructively ..... 5

Relaxation Exercises ........... 37

Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent ................ 479

Friendship Building ......... 1

Responding to Suicidal Feelings
of Others .................... 492

Death and Oying ... ; .... 84
Dealing with Constructive
Criticism .............. 7

The Value and Use of Self-Talk .. 36

Helping a Friend ........... 90
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship .......... 83

What is Counseling and how to
Use it.. .................. 61
What is Depression ........ 431

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00_;..J2:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select the
tape you wish to hear by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions,
. ..---..-•fi.~n~! Jtc\J!ij .u.g ~~~~ ,,t~~. tJtJ?e•.i~ ~YS! ~~,.. ~~~9°};,~.~~-~m~m~~~X ?iIJ~c.~, qi~~~~~~ .~ll •1Pr
11!111!!!1
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~star Wars' policy criticized

PAGE NINE

Young's Restaurant
48 Main St.

By Catherine Rosenquist

Durham, N.H.

Plans for President Reagan's
'Star Wars' policy were
discussed last night by Jack
Manno, journalist, peace
activist and author, in Parsons

868-2688

LIO I.
The speech, titled 'Disarming the Heavens' was based on
Manno 's new book,Arming the

Wed Sept 19 to Tues Sept 25

Heavens: The Hidden Militarv
Agenda For Space 1945-1995.

Hrt't1l.,fmd ,-., 1wt'it1/

Manno discussed Reagan's
policy (the loading of missiles
on satellites to destroy enemy
satellites), and mentioned the
President's refusal to talk peace
with the U .S.S. R. concerning
nuclear weapons in space.
According to Manno,
Americans are upgrading their
satellites to prepare for a
nuclear war.· These satellites,
used as radar devices, could be
solar powered, but weapons to
defend them are nuclear
powered.
Wh~n asked about precautions taken when building a
satellite, knowing it may fall to
the earth and cause damage,
Manno replied,'They don't
care.'
Manno advocated peaceful
uses of space. He believes
satellites are useful for
communication and weather
reports.
lvtore importantly, space is
an international territory,
Manno said. Space 'gives us the
potential for international
cooperation' that also teaches
peace, he said.
Manno argued the tragedy of
the 'Star Wars' plan isn't the
weapons, ·but rather the
destruction of peaceful
international ideas.
On September 29, at the
State House in Concord,
Robert Smith, a Republican
candidate for Congress, will be
advocating the 'Star Wars'
issue, according to Manno.
There will be a pro-American
rally there to counterpoint the
speaker's views.

Egg McYoung: One egg with bacon or ham and cheese
sandwiched between an English Muffin .. .... S 1.65

/_,11111·/wo11 S /Jt't·it1l
;:ind cheese sandwich with a cup of soup
our soups are homemade) .......... .. $1 .60

1 ,1 2 H:=un

/Ji11m'r S 1wl'it1l
Veal Cutlet dinner with homemade mashed potatoes,
tossed salad, and a roll. .. .. $2.95

•.•
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·APARTMENTS·
( continued from page 4)

abide by the agreement. The
real test is to see if the students
respect the unsupervised
environment. The students will
determine whether the complex
remains unsupervised,"
Bongiovanni said.
The maintenance problems
of last spring have been
alleviated with the hiring of two
maintenance men. "Dave
Robinson, (the maintenance
mechanic), has done an
unbelievable job these first few
busy weeks," said returning
resident, Senior Geoff
Spofford.
The major complaint is the
residents can have only one
parking space per apartment of
four people . They must park in
Lot 02 ( or Lot A) instead of
Lot DI which is located closer
~o the ~partment buildings but
1s mainly f_or commuters,
faculty, and staff.
The residents forsee the
problem of not having enough
study space in the Community
Center during finals. Presently,·
they want more tables to study
at because there are primarily
couches in the center but few
tables and chairs.

Is your calculator in the same

class you are?

·

Move up to,the Tl-66. The easy 512 step programmable.
You're into higher math and your old
calculator helped get you there.
But now it's time for something more.
The TI,66 from Texas Instruments. The
TI,66 offers full programming power and
flexibility so you can solve complex and
repetitive math problems quickly, easily
and with fewer keystrokes than you
thought possible. Its 512 merged pro,
gram steps and over 170 built,in
scientific, engineering and statistical
functions make for powerful program,

ming. And the sleek, streamlined design
makes for easy use.
Its Algebraic Operating System makes
it easy on your brain by allowing you to
key in problems as they are written, left
to right. And a 10,digit angled Liquid
Crystal Display not only makes it easy
on your eyes but provides alphanumeric
notation of your program steps so you
can make easy modifications as you
go along. There are large, readable keys
for your fingers, and an easy-to,follow

guidebook so you shouldn't get confused.
And last, but certainly not least, at a
suggested retail of $69.95, theres a price
that's easy on your pocketbook.
All in all, if we made the Tl,66 pro,
grammable calculator any easier to use,
it would

de,T~ee.

~

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
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Elliott
·Festival
ofthe

::::

Jennifer Muller & The Works
Modern dance
Friday. Scptemhcr 14 at X p.m.

open rush

Sine N omine S_ingers
Hercules
A musical drama in three acts
Sunday. Septcmhcr 16 at 2 p.m.

Jack Beal
Narrative realist art
Tuesday. Scptcmher IX at X p.m.

· Juilliard String Quartet
Friday. Scptcmhcr 21 at X p.m.

Thursday 9/20 8-1 O pm;~~)

~--==:.2====~:1:1

Webster House
22 Madbury Rd.

American Repertory Theatre
Sganarelle
Saturday. Scptcmhcr 22 at X p.m.

..
...,

Hartford Symphony Orchestra

::::

!i
i
An invitation to I1...
excellene:,~.,,.,:,:,,vhWA

lil

Tuesday. Septemhcr 25 at X p. m.

Students. $6: Faculty Staff. $8:
General. $10. Tickets on sale Memoi'ial Union
Ticket Office. Monday-Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m .
Ask about suhscription sa\'ings.
Tit:kcts arc a\ ailahlc hut there is no charge
for Mr. Beal\ lecture.

COOL AID ·
Organizational Meeting
lor New Members
Wednesday Sept. 26th
Grafton Room
Training Sessions will be held
Wed. Sept. 19 7:00
Sunday Sept. 23rd 12-5 pm.
in the Devine lounge
For More Info Call 862-2294
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U.S.News & World Report presents

Confere nee to
feature novelis·t s
DURHAM, NH-Two
novelists will be featured
speakers at the 13th annual
Seacoast Writers' Conference
Saturday, Sept. 29, at the
University of New Hampshire.
Martin Parker, a humorist
from New York City and
author of three novels, will
deliver the morning lecture,
"Writing Humor," at the
conference, co-sponsored by
the Seacoast Writers'
Association and the UNH
Division of Continuing
Education.
Christopher Keane, of Alton
Bay, will tall< about "Writing

Fiction" in an afternoon
session. Keane is author of
seven books including "The
Maximus Zone," "The
Hunter" and "The Crossing"
which have been made into
feature films.
Parker is author of the
novels "Big Phil's Kid," and "A
Garden of Stones." A third
Parker novel, "Chicken Soup,"
has yet to be published.
The conference, at · the
university's Memorial Union
Building, beginning at 8: 15
a.m., also will include several
information sessions:
•"What One Should Know
in Offering Work to a
Publisher," by writer Rose
Labrie, of Rye. Her books

The Inside Scoop

include "King The Leprechaun," "Pony" and "Dancer's
Image."
•"Writing for the TheaterHow Different Is It?" by David
Magidson, UNH playwright
and director. He has written six
produced plays and directed
nearly 50 others.
•"The Challenge of Writing
Local History," by Joyce
Butler, author of "Wildfire
Loose: The Week Maine
Burned," "Kennebunk
Scrapbook" and ••A Kennebunk Album."
•"Freelancing for Newspapers." by Stephen Bennett,
editor of the "Manchester
Journal." Bennett has worked
as a reporter, and editor for
many daily and weekly
newspapers and "Trial," a
national magazine covering
legal affairs.
The conference costs $35,
which includes lunch and
coffee breaks. For more
information or to register, call
the UNH Division of
Continuing Education, (603)
862-2015.

DURHAM, NH-A University of New Hampshire
program for gifted and talented
high school students will begin
Saturday, Sept. 22, with a
speech by Gov. John Sununu
and welcoming remarks by
UNH President Gordon
Haaland.
The program, SEARCH:
UNH Seminars for Advanced
High School Students, will
bring 120 juniors and seniors
from 13 New Hampshire
schools to campus for
Wednesday afternoon lectures
and discussion.
"New Hampshire has a large
number of bright and talented
. high school students who,
because of budget constraints,
lack programs to meet their
special needs," says Richard
Schwab, a UNH education
professor and SEARCH
program director. "SEARCH
will give them the chance to
interact with their peers from
other schools and the chance to
hear and discuss ideas with
experts in a variety of fields."
The two-year program,
funded through a $34,000 grant
from UN H's Elliott Founda.:
tion, was developed by a
committee that includes
Schwab, Richard Goodman of
the Center for Educational
Field Services and representatives of all the involved high
schools.
"This has been a great means
for expanding the university's
cooperative educational efforts
with area high schools," says
Schwab. "It also provides the
cha nee for some of our
GIFTED.,, ,pa-ge=-.24 :~ · ~ •. ;._-.

1/
~
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---.:__~~c:S~fJ~s:-r.s.Ji
On the job market: Careers that are hot, skills that sell. What to expect
when you enter the work force.
,
On todays nows- and policy-makers: Who to watch ... who stands where
. . . who holds the reins on red-letter issues.
On the economy: Where is it headed? What does it mean to your buying
power?
U.S.News & World Report takes you behind the scene. Straight to the
source with on-target analyses of what it means to you.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out and send in the coupon
below.

----------------------------------------------------Money-saving
Student Coupon
D YES, send me 25 weeks of U.S.News & World Report for only

I

High school
students
to study
here

PAGE ELEVEN ·

Less than

40¢
pe r week

$9.88. I'll save 50% off the regular subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price. □ Payment encl9sed □ Bill me
Name _____________________________
School Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _= = - - - - - - - - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,
City/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___._
Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
2400 N St., N.W. Room 416
Washington, D.C. 20037
Listen for the News Blimp on WUNH . Brought to you by U.S.News & World Report.

..
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•

~-----------------------------------------------------------------J

THE BEST WAY TO ~
SAVE ON BASS THIS FALL
IS BY CUTTING COINERS.
Now you can cut $5 off
the price of any pair of Bass shoes
and get a free Bass T-shirt.

r---------------Just bring this coupon to the Bass Shoe Factory
Outlet before October 1st. 1984 and get $5 off
any pair of Bass shoes and a free Bass T-sh irt.
One coupon per purchase.
Coupon expires October 1. 1984

I
~ ·,---: ••,-& .• ~-• •..•

-# • • : .. · .,

Kittery
439-4277

North Hampton
Factory Outlet Center
964-6025

.

.~#· .. -~ ..•-•..•-•. --,. .,.-.... ---- ~~~..::.;_-~ ;~ ~ . ; . . : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~..~.:-~~ -~.,.
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--------------PETITION-------------<continued from page I)

spo_t last year as opposed to 14
now.
Wilber also expressed
concern over the fact that the
last bus leaving Durham on the
Lower Square to Miracle Mile

route, during the week, is at
10:00 p.m. This interferes when
they have to study at the
library, he said.
Nancy Kilbride, Director of
the Karivan, was unavailable

~!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~ -

Conlemporary

tlair c§)Lylin3

HAIRWQRKS

for comment.
William Puffer, Director of
COAST, expressed concern
over the fact that the students
had not contacted him before
moving- straight to protest.
'"We 're a I way-; open to
suggestion," he said. "I would
encourage them ( the students)
to come over here and talk with
me and see what can be worked
out."
In reference to the rerouting

of the Dover buses Puffer said,
"It was kind of a no win
situation. I know rerouting was
thought to be an improvement
and to back track on Oak and
Portland would mean
elimination of several stops on
Central Avenue."
It was this idea that the
petitioners suggested in order
to improve the service to their
section of the community.
Puffer said that the "rationale

UNLIMITED

NH Printworks

For the Polished Look of the 80's
created by the Polished Professionals
EXETER

HOURS

DURHAM

155 Front St.
772-2361

M-W 9-5:30
Th & Fr 9-6
Sat 9-2

35 Main St.
868-7051

· cf--¥- Walk-Ins

Welcome

Hat s, totes, \JOlf si11rts, sweatshirt
Bt1 s 1nt!Sses. clubs, organ1n111ons
IVlitny styles c1va I I able
i'J( , <i:dc•r toe, sm,111
, Long sleeve T -shirts

was to improve service within
Dover as well as to serve the
students" traveling between
Dover and Durham.
Another complaint about
the changed service expressed
by senior electrical engineering
major Joe Marcoux was the
schedule seemed to be wrong.
"The times on the schedule
are misleading," he said.
Wilber said, "The I :05 at Bus
Stop Market never arrives
before I: 15. All the local people
seem to know it and just come
around then."
Although Puffer was eager
to hear the problems that the
petitioners have with the
system he was not hopeful for a
solution soon saying "I don't
know what we could do
immediately."

with sleeve printing

431-8319

'

31 31 Layfayette Road
Portsmouth, NH 03824

--DATA-<continued from page I)

GRADUATING e0LLEGE STUDENTS

competing with 325 communities whose populations are
50,000 or less. Applications for

1984 PR0FESSI0NAL

all federal construction grants
were due on May 31, 1984. 87
of those applications were
approved, of which 47% were
funded.
-

QUALIFieATI0N TEST

Durham received notice the
last week of July that its
application was fourth from
the cut off point. Out of a
maximum of I 00 points on the
_scale used for the funding
process the highest funded
scored 78 points while the last
funded was 56 points. Durham
scored 54.
The small amount of hope
that remains for a Durham site
comes from the controversial
way the applications are
approved, according to Sweet.
HUD (Housing and Urban
Development) approves the
applications without Congressional approval. NH Senators
and Congressmen feel that the
standards are biased to large
urban communities. They say
Durham is small, but
construction would help other
nearby towns. However, this
would not matter with the
current point system.
As with all development
situations, there is some
opposition within the town, but
Sweet commented that he is
both positive about the project
and hopeful that funds appear
for the grant.

Now's the time to act. Because th·e NSA Professional
Qualification .Test (POT) will be given on selected
college campuses on October 20.
Successfully competing on this test qualifies you for
consideration by the National Security Agency. NSA is
currently seeking top graduating students to meet the
challenges of its important communications security
and foreign intelligence production missions.
If you qualify on the POT, you will be contacted
regarding an interview with an NSA representative. He
or she will discuss the specific role you can play within
such fields as data systems, language, information
science, communications, and management.

by October 5th, in order to take the test on October 20th.
There is no registration fee.

"There'll be no town
meetings," Sweet said. "It's all
up to Washington now."

Graduates with a Bachelors or Masters Degree in
Electronic Engineering, Computer Science or a Slavic,
Near Eastern or Far Eastern language, may sign up for
an interview without taking the PQT.

-DAMAGE-

All NSA career positions require U. S. citizenship, a
thorough background investigation, and a medical
review.

So pick up a PQT bulletin at your college placement
office. Completed .registration forms must be received

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

<continued from page 3)

"We want to send students
more specific cost information
that they can appreciate ·and
use," Lawing said.
"We're trying to educate and
we want to hit students in the
pocketbooks," she added. "We
don't think students know
enoug,~ of why damages
occur.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

The NSA Professional Qualification Test. Register by October 5th 1984.

The first S.T. Y. L. E·. meeting
will be held Wednesday,
September 26 at 4 pm in Scott
Hall lounge .
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Immediate Job ooenlnas
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We are looking for reliable
We are looking for
reliable people to work at
THE MUB PUB

EXPERIENCE! (@)

~------~-(@)

~ · the MUB Board of Governers is ~
~ now excepting applications · ~
(@)
c .th e . 10
c 11 owrng
. post.t·.tons.·
~
@).
1or
(@)
~
(®)

~

I~

Qesidenlial Qepresenlative
Non-01\f Organization Qep.
Graduate Qepresenlative
Thompson 0chool Qepresenlalive

- Bartenders
-Doormen
- Waiters/W aitresse~
-Cashiers
-'Cover' people

(®)

~
~

I~

~-'---Applications Available:---(®).

~

~~
~·

.~

~
~)

~

8tudent Activities Office:
Qm. 322 MU5

(®)

~

.

~

~

Call 2-2483, 2-2484, or 659-5785
Ask for Val

Deadlme: 8eptember 25. 4:00 pm. . ~

·· 1~}@@i/8M8\\@@@@@~ (@)
.~. ··-~~~)~i@i@)~)~)~i@J.~)~}.~/.
; ;

Work Study only
Permanent positions
Two weekend nights required

-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~====~~----------~

OPEN RUSH
SENIORS
Do you plan to graduate
in December?

To be considered for the
December 1 5, · 1 984, graduation,
you must turn in your intent-tog rad u ate card by Friday,
September 21, -to the Registrar's
Office, Room 8A, Thompson Hall.
.-......--·' If you have any -questions, a
degree analyst will gladly meet
with you to review your degree
requirements.
Just call 862-1554 or stop by to
make an appoi,n tment.
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H

THURSDAY, SEPT. 18
8:00-10:00 pm

KAPPA SIGMA
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all worked at tl)1c--Portsmouth
Hospital. There were old
fashioned pri!'}ce~sses, kings,

dragons and even a cardboard
box labelled "womens
outhouse".

Attention Sports Fans

"It proves you can have a
good time while raising money
for good causes" said Peter

Rice, owner of the Dolphin
Striker Restaurant. "One of the
unique things about it is that

'WOODWARD LUMBER
Barn Boards
2 Byes
Timbers
Slabs for firewood
Shelving/Bar-tops

If you have not picked up your

STUDENT ATHLETIC TICKET
at the field house ticket office, please
do so as soon as possible.

RT 155A & RT 4
Durham

Open Saturdays

868-7419

THE
CONNECTION
ON CONCORD TRAILWAYS

everybody is of all different
backgrounds; from corporate
presidents, to senators,
governors, congressmen and
regular people."
Rice was "Miss Ceres
Street", arriving by truck,
waving and · blowing kisses
during the opening ceremonies.
"You have to keep in mind
that everyone is making totaJ
fools of themselves", Rice said.
K.C. Jones, the Boston
Celtics head coach said the
tournament was the "wackiest
way . to raise money." Irene
F o I e y , t h e m a y o ·r o f
Portsmouth, has participated
for all 'six years in the
tournament, and U.S. Senator
Gordon Humphrey · was
present.
When everyone had
completed the two courses,
there was a "Post-Tourney"
Reception and Awards
Ceremony held on Ceres
Street. Because there was much
bribing of real and play money
(all contributed . to chartiy)
there were two winners.
One legitimate winner won
the Taola Prize and "the player
with the most bribes" won a
wooden replica of the Ceres
Street Dumpster. From 2-6
p.m. there was food, music and
entertainment on Ceres Street.
A participating UNH
student from · Portsmouth,
Dana Moore, said "this is the
last big thing of the summer.
It's a big fund raiser, most
people know each other, and
it's a lot of fun. The event is for
a good cause and it's a good chance to get together," she
said. "It's a time when all the
tourists leave and now it's just
for the local people."
One of the volunteers, Neil
Cohn, said "It's tough coming
up with new ideas every year,
but they did a great job."

iLIP & SAVE-----------,

LOW, LOW FARES
Getting to Logan Airport shouldn't cost as much .
as your flight. The round trip fare to Logan is
just $18 from Durham, $20 from Dover, and $21
from Rochester. One way fares are just $12, $·13
and $14. Only on Concord Trailways.

FAST COMFORTABLE SERVICE
Stretch out and relax <1n our big, comfortable
climate-controlled coaches, complete with restrooms. Logan Airport is just 1 hour 40 minutes
from Durham, less than 2 hours from Dover.

NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
You never need reservations on Concord Trailways.

I
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SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE SEPT. 5, 1984
CONCORD TRAILWAYS TO LOGAN
READ DOWN

CONCORD TRAILWAYS FROM LOGAN
When leaving Logan Airport, look for the bus marked ROCHESTER

I
I
I
I
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READ DOWN

I
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CONCO

TRAILWAYS
For more information, call Concord Trailways
From N.H.: 800-852-3317
From Massachusetts: 800-258-3722

CANCER.

NDTKNOWIN&
THE

RISKS IS YOUR
GREATEST RISK.
A lot of people think
cancer is unbeatable.
That simply isn't true.
In fact, over two million
people have had cancer
and survived to lead
happy, nonnal lives.
And not only can
cancer be beaten, it can
also be prevented.
There are definite
precautions that have been
proven to decrease your
risk of getting certain
cancers.
Ask your local
American Cancer Society
to send you a free booklet
about cancer risks. ·
Learn the facts about
cancer.
And make not knowing the risks, one less risk.

E
How you live may save your life.
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Only $20 a year
or $11 a semester
Subsriptions let ·parents, friends, and alumni
know what is going on in your world.

Come to Room 108 in the MUB
to place your subscription.

· Don't Concede lo Mediocrity!
Qush the House
With 75 years of
Excellent Tradition
~/~
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Open Rush

Tuesday Sept. 78
Thurs. Sept. 20
8-10 pm.
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Editorial
The ages of majority
Drinking in the United States is becoming
less fashionable all the time. In the last several
years sales overall have dropped in every part
of the liquor industry at different times ( The
New York Times, page l, Sept. 17, 1984).
Perhaps this is the reason that no one between
the ages of 18 and 20 made any substantial
opposition to the raising of the drinking age in
many states across the land. Now there is a
move afoot to raise that level to 21 nationwide.
If states want to retain their federal highway
aid then they must raise the drinking age to 21
by 1986.
There is substantial evidence to support the
wisdom of this move. Statistics coming out of
states with a higher drinking age show that
highway fatalities involving drunk drivers have
decreased. The major problem that arises from
this type of legislation is that it is selective. The
government agrees to place responsibility for
the country's defense in the hands of 18 year

killed and seen his friends killed. Returning
home he readjusts to civilian life, gets a job and
acquires new friends. Friday night rolls around
and John is invited to a bar with "the guys' . .
Now the stage is set for John's dilemma.
Since he cannot take advantage of the
opportunity to go and unwind with his friend-. .
does he go home and swallow the notion that
he is not yet old enough or responsible enough
to go to a bar and enjoy a drink?
The question here is not the specific age at
which people are old enough to drink. Rather
it is whether it is right to require responsibility
without privilege. Drinking, like operating an
automobile ~ is a privilege granted by the state
in which one lives, not guaranteed by our
constitution. There should be one age of
majority. One age that requires us to fight and
allows us to vote. It should be the same age at
which we can drink.

old citizens while denying those citizens the
responsibility of making a legitimate decision
regarding the consumption of alcohol. The
government would also have these citizens
voting in the most important free elections in
the world. If these people are not r~sponsi-ble
enough to make a decision regarding alcohol
how can they be considered · responsible
enough to elect a President of the United
States?
There is also the issue of equity for people
between the ages of 18 and 21. Given the
,_following scenario, judge the legitimacy of a 21
► year old drinking .age: The United States
becomes involved in a ""police action"
somewhere in South America. John, 18 years
old, is drafted to fight. Feeling that it is his duty
to defend the rights or interests of his country
he packs off for the jungle. In two years his tour
of duty is over and he receives his discharge.
John has seen active duty on the front. He has

Letters
Write letters to the editor.
To the Editor:
I would lile to clarify a
statement of mine that. due to a
typographical error. appeared in
Friday's The New Hampshire.
Writing about Jim Demers'
unsuccessful campaign for
Congress I wrote: "He has
campaigned door to door against
his opponent Dudley Dudley
whom everyone has heard of." Not
as you printed it.
Thank you for the chance to
rectify this typo that produced
negative connotations that were
not my intention.
Chris Fauske

•

Submit them

in

room 151
of theMUB.

The New Hampshire
JAMES M. MILLARD. Editor-in-Chief

About letters

SUE MOUL TON. Managing Editor
DAN LANDRIGAN. News Editor
STEVE LANGEVIN . Sports Editor

,

The New Hampshire welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters can cover any topic within
reason. They should be signed with the author's
legal name. All letters must also include present
address and telephone number. Without the
above information we cannot print letters.
Your address and phone number will not be
printed or released. The length of the letters
should not exceed two double spaced,
typewritten pages.
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University Forum
Evolution- A Radical Thought

Reprinted with permission of
Focus UNH Depar1n1ent of

Engineering and Physical
Sciences newsletter.

radically transformed the Western world outlook.
Natural science and the approach to stydy,
research. and learning were profoundly
transformed. The rise of American science and the
emergence of America as a major nation on the
world sceni.:, not accidentally, coincide with the
transformation in thought, brought on in large part
by Darwin's work on evolution.
Yet, since the publication of Origin of Species
and its resulting impact on the way in which we view
ourselves and the world, there have been systematic
attempts to squelch the theory of evolution: From
Queen Victoria, who intervened unsuccessfully to
keep Darwin's body from honorary interment in
Westminster Abbey, to Ronald Reagan's dismissal
of evolution as '"Only a theory," our understanding
of evolution is decidedly limited.
We are the products of schools which have been
systematically harassed. of textbooks which have
been purged of all references to Darwin and
evolution, of publishers who have chosen between
theory consciences and their pockets. How
widespread this deliberate refection of reason is
may be been in the 'introduction of anti-Darwinism
into politics at the national level. The .target is not

schoolmen and unwilling to submit to the discipline
of learning. But 16th Century man could be
convinced by the Columbian discoveries that the
earth was a sphere: nor did it occur to him that the
Biblical endorsement of a flat earth by given equal
weight with the chartys of the captains returning
from the New World. It was otherwise with the
earth's motion. In a closed universe of ethereal
spheres with even the sun moving about the earth .
the shock of the Copernican theory stirred the 17th
Century Church to the condemnation of Galileo.
Under the threat of torture, the aged Galileo, blind
and so ill that he had to be carried through the
snows of winter over the mountains from Florence
to Rome, recanted:
••1, Galileo, s~n ·of the late Vincenzo Galileo, aged
70 years, kneeling before you most eminent and
reverend Lord Cardinals, Inquisitors General
against here~ical pr~vity ... having before my eyes
and touch1_ng with my hands the Holy
Gospels, ... ab3ure, curse, and detest. .. the false
opinion that the sun is the center of the world and
that the earth is not the center of the world and
moves ...
"'But yet it moves ... ," legend has it the old man
muttered ;is they led him away.
·
· By 1830, the yea~ Charles Darwin left Cambridge
to serve as naturalist on the voyage of the Beagle,
there were very kw people left in the Western world
who still believed the earth to be flat or the sun ano
heaven~ to rotate and revolve about the earth.
Certainly no official of the Church. not the English
Queen, not even the President of the United States
would have thought salvation dependent upon
astronomy. Dean Albritton, who will lecture at
UN H in December, quoted Robert Hooke, the 17th

it ~as been falsely put. a choice between religion and
science, a choice of either religion or reason and
humanity. The issue is rather the choice of both
faithfulness to the cherished values of our Greek
and Judea-Christian root and our sense of
humanity and the highest gift of evolution, the
human mind. We do not concede our moral and
religious heritage to cultists and latter-day
Ayahtollahs. We reject unconditionally the
attempts to use our religious heritage to dominate
our schools as a means to dominate out politicsattempts which would be ludricous if they were not
so dangerous. Not only Iran, fallen into continuous
bloo~s_hed by the ascendancy of religious
fanat1c1sf!l, but the whole history of the 20th
Centu~y- 1s _one of !he _great nations succumbing to
exclus1v1st 1deolog1es imposed first upon their own
bemused populations and then upon us all. It is the
p~enomenon _that p~oduces the spectacle of bangers
of tambounnes 111 saffron-dyed cheesecloth
chanting their mind-numbing refrain over and over
in a self-induced trance, or seas of Germans in the
thirties chanting .. Sieg Heil, Sieg Heil".
Betwe~n those thirties and sixties of the century,
and . agncultural bureaucrat, Trofim Lysendo,
co_nvmced the Soviet dictator Stalin that genetic
sc1ence-.. th~ Morgan-Mendel-DeVries heresy"~as contradictory to Communist ideology. It was
d1~astrous to al_! of Sovety biology. The Soviets'
science of genetics was essentially destroyed. Their
greatest biologist, Nicolay Vavilov, died of
exposure in a prison transport. The imposition of
Lysenko's pseudo-science on Soviet agriculture led

only evolution, but evolution as the supreme
expression of secular humanism and rationalsim
itself. James Lucier. legislative aide to one of the
most powerful men in the Senate of the United
States. Senator Jesse Hems, has described the
objective of the New Right as reversing the
dominant currents of modern thought back to the
time of Descartes-cancelling out in effect, the
whole of the 18th Century-the ~ge of Reason. The
target is rationalism itself. And this political attack
of the New Right is only the complement to a dozen
years of emotional attack by the New Left. From
the late sixties on. 'linear reasoning'-a perjorative
for straight-thinking- has been attacked by a
generation of mental adolescents awash in a soup of
pseudo-Eastern mysticism. Of course, reason and
evolution. which is natural science itself. are neither
of the right or left, but should stand beyond the
reach of politics.
Behind all the furor over demands for equal time
for 'Creation Science', as the New Right dubs its
brand of Biblical exegesis, the sorry facts ·are that
with the exception of relatively small numbers of
speciafists, the overwhelming majority of us, and I
do not exempt college professors and Ph.D.s, are
virtually illiterate as far as science is concerned. We
are produts of school systems and textbooks which
have ignored evolution at least, or presented only a
distorted and truncated version at best. When
Columbus set sail to the West in order to reach the
Far East. even seamen a-nd ships' captains feared to
run over the edge of the flat world, unable to
comprehena the science of the universities and ·

Century curator of the Royal Society of London
and a zealous Puritan. as writing that there was no
need ..... to believe everything effected
supernaturally, of which we cannot find out the
Natural Ca use."
The purpose of the UN H Elliott grant exhibits,
concerts, chorale, and dance is to emphasize the
legitimacy of the role of Darwin's theory of
evolution in that grand series of triumphs of the
human spirit. ·which ranks along with Columbus'
voyage, Copernicus' On the Revolutions of' the
Heavenly Spht!res, and Newton's Principia. Just as
no species of animal or plant springs from nothing.
the theory of evolution emerged fromtne fertile soil
of the natural science of Darwin's world, much as
Maxwell's theory of the electromagnetic field. and
the two. for better or worse are fundamental to our
world and our way of life. It is not as if they can be
repealed by any legislature or vetoed by any
executive. The layers of strata running from the
colorado River below, rising thousands upon
thousands of feet to the plateaus above. with their
sequence of fossil plants and animals accumulated
throughout half a billion years cannot be legislated
nor wished away.
The Dutch historian of science, Reijer
Hooykaas, writes of the fusion of Athens and
Jerusalem, which Western culture and which
includes theology no less than science. ou·r science
is a far more legitimate scion of the Books of the
Prophets and the Dialogues of Plato than the
mindless obeisance demanded by those who claim a
. monopoly o~ ~ru!h,and morality .. The issue, is not as-

to_ mass~ve fai_lures of wheat and potato crops,
failures for which Stalin blamed those who tried to
~ell him that nature cannot be commanded by
ideology. The same Ukrainian farmers who
emigrated to the plains of Canada produce there the
huge good surpluses characteristic of Western
agricultura~ science. The authoritarian generals of
the Argentme, beloved of our own New Rightists,
have imposed educational indoctrination which
spurns Darwin and Einstein alike. Secular
humanism is again the target. In a relatively few
yea_rs. they have transformed Argentrna from a
ma3or exporter of food to a land of hunger and
poverty .
. Louis Pasteur was a student when he discovered
· o~e of the threads that led a century later to the
discovery of the DNA and RNA double helicesthat _stunning demonstration of the genetic unity of
all J1fe and conclusive verification of the central
conclusion of Darwinism; not only are all men
brothers, but all living beings are genetically
related. Does this conclusion conflict with
Christianity-the brotherhood of man? When
L_ouis Pasteur's ·master, the physicist Biot, was on·
his deathbed, Pasteur brought materials to his
teacher's bedside ~o demonstrate his discovery.
There he showed him what he had achieved. Biot
wept with the strength of his emotion. Did he
foresee t~e _trail that would lead Pasteur to the germ
~heory of disease that would transform agriculture,
mdustry, and alleviate an immensity of human

Thefollowing article is by Cecil J. Schneer, UN H
professor of geology and the history of science.
Schneer is coordinator of a two-year series of
lectures, concerts, and exhibits at UN H on the
theory of evo'lution and its effeus on societ_r. The
University aiso is developing an interdisciplinar_r
. course on e\'olution. which Schneer believes mar be
the first course of its t_ipe o.ffered by an.American
universin·.
by Cecil J. Schneer
Darwins's Origin of Species, published in 1859,
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Arts & Features
Tiny Alice seduces senses at Durham Stage Co.
By Consuelo Congreve
Tiny Alice by Edward Albee.
Starring Guy Blake, Edward
Langlois, Karl Goldkamp,
Timothy Lindsey and Alex
Worth. Directed by John
Carmichael. A Durham Stage
Company production at the
Mill Pond Center until October

kamp enticing him to tel1
of the years he voluntarily
committed himself to a mental
hospital.
Julian committed himself
because he could not ali_gn his
private view of God and the
God society creates .. in the

his hand against his cheek, and
when talking of the hallucinations he had there that were
always signalled by a ringing in
his ears, puts his hand to his
head.
Julian thinks he had a sexual
experience in the institution;

the first Christians.
As Albee says, his play is
"also an examination of the
relationship between sexual
hysteria and religious ecstasy."
Julian speaks of the liQ.I} 's bel_ly
on his chest, of its tongue on his
cheek.

7.
Albee's play Tiny Alice is, as
the author himself states, .. full
of symbols and allusions"
about sex, rehg1on, and false
illusion. The engrossing, if not
immediately understood, story
is revealed by an artful Durham
Stage Company cast.
The main plot of the play is
the seduction of church official
Julian (Goldkamp) by Miss
Alice (Worth), · using a
combined force of sex, false
illusion, and religion to lure
him.
The set and costumes,
designed by Edward Langlois,
were an excellent compliment
to the plot. The library, where
the model of the mansion is
displayed, has a backdrop of
columns reaching seemingly to
infinity, setting off the theme of
different dimensions. The
model itself is lighted from
within.
·
All of the characters dress in
black and white, except for the
Cardinal who of course dresses
in red. In Act II Worth is
resplendent in a black gown
and sparkling with costume
jewelry.
Julian comes to Miss Alice's
mansion as an agent for the
Catholic church, to which Miss
Alice is leavinf=!; $2 billion
over 20 years. _
Alex Worth is a sexy and
beautiful Miss Alice, who
through flirtatious wordplay
gets Julian to confess his
personal life and views on
religion. Worth circles the fresh
and . innocent-looking Gold-

Karl Goldkamp as Brother Julian and Alex Worth as Miss Alice in the Durham Stage Company's
. production of Tiny Alice. (photo Sarah Low)
image of man."
As Miss Alice begins to
·but he conc.edes that it may
Whenever Julian talks of the have been a hallucination. He_ unbutton his long tunic, he
time he spent in the institution, tells Miss Alice of this memory confuses his martyr dream with
which he does only in front of when they first meet.
the sexual episode. He speaks
Miss Alice, the stress of the
Later, Miss Alice, wearing of being wet from the blood of
experience is clearly indi-cated. flimsy black lingerie, entices the wound the lion has inflected
Goldkamp's craft emerges in Julian and he tells of his on him; his voice rising to a
these emotional scenes. His ultimate dream; to be thrown frenzied pitch. He finally
voice and boqy shake, he rubs to the lions and mar!yred like succumbs to Miss Alice, who

Reggae roots
By Liam J. O'Mallel
Saturday night at the M ub
Pub was a satisfying night of
loose, spirited reggae music.
Opening band Loose Caboose
and headliners The I-Tones,
both from Boston, take
distinctive approaches to
r~g_gae but share a common
v1s1on.
Dealing with specifics when
reviewing reggae bands can be
difficult because it is true that
many of the songs "sound the
same." There may be a nice
guitar solo in one song or good
harmonies in another, but the
emphasis is on the groove and
rhythm.
This is what makes it such
wonderful dance music, and
the packed audience filled the
dance floor for Loose
Caboose's first song.
According to percussionist
Boo Pearson, Loose raboose's
approach to reggae i-s "roots
music." This multiracial six
piece band's influences come
from the rhythm and blues
based early reggae. Their full,
dense sound stems from a set
up that Pearson says· '"breaks
some rules." They have no

•
Ill

shouts, .. Alice will accept him
now!"
This raises the puzzling y~t
fun to think about question of
who exactly is Alice? Is it the
character played by Worth or
someone ( or something) else?
Worth is always addressed as
••Miss" Alice, yet the characters
do speak of an ••Alice." This
usually happens when there is a
fire in the chapel of the
mansion and Miss Alice kneels
m tront of a tiny replica that is
in the library and prays, .. Alice,
don't let us be consumed."
This small scale model is also
an enigma. At one point the
Butler (played with excellent
acerbic wit by Timoth·y
Lindsey) when questioned
about the mansion says,
"Which one, the model or the
replica?"
Indeed, which , is which?
Later, Julian · looks for Miss
Aiice, unable to find her. Butler
says she . is in another
dimension. Does this mean she
is inside the tiny model? He
implies as much. And when the
fire in the real chapel is put out,
the fire in the model goes out
too.
The viewer should ..gather
r'ather than immediately
understand" the story,
according to Albee. This
gathering is not a quick
process, it takes a lot of mental
gymnastics. The questions of
Alice's identity and the nature
of the dual sizes of the mansion
can be answered after some
thought. It is a great exercise
for the brain.

Tiny Alice is not a play for
the novice. It is a meaty, if
elusive work, one that raises
questions about man and his
relationship to God: the real
God and the God of "false
illusion" as Albee put it. The
Durham Stage Ct>mpany cast
pulls it off very well.

MUB Pub

keyboardist and instead rely on impressive stature and high,
two guitars which often break beautiful vocals.
into bluesy, almost rock leads.
Out of a ten song set, the
Gorr's keyboards give the
band played seven originals.
band a commercial, pop appeal
Highlights were some nice echo and fill the holes the sparse
touches on Ras Jahn Bullocks
rhythms may sometimes leave.
Ram is definitely what makes
lead vocals on the originals .. Oh
How I Love Her" and
this band special. Tall and
.. Rootsman Connection." The
lanky with a beard "rnd very
set was short (forty minutes) long dreadlocks, he is
but effectively warmed up the immediately the focus of
audience.
· attention as he leans back to
.
,
sing and play bass. His voice is
The difference between high but not falsetto and was a
Loose Caboose and The I- ( pleasure to listen to on .. Trying
Tones was quickly evident. The Man" and " Second That
1-Tones are considered to be Emotion."
among the best reggae bands in
Throughout the two forty
the country and open for minute sets the I-Tones played
virtually every major reggae act well-rehearsed, well-arranged
visiting Boston _ (Steel Pulse, crowd pleasing music. The
UB40, Peter Tosh), and once dancers had a field day and the
were the backing musicians for few who chose to just watch
reggae star Eek-A-Mouse.
and listen should have been
The I-Tones, according to impressed by Ram's vocals and
guitarist Chris Rockers and the communal dancing spirit.
vocalist Ram, look at reggae as The two best songs of the night
music which should_ be in the were two covers, Dionne
mainstream but still maintain a Warwick's "Walk On By" and
social consciousness. Two Tina Turner's "What's Love
main things stand out about the Got to do With it." The band
I-Tones: Jon Gorr's uplifting gave them a great reggae feel
keyboards and Ram's and Ram's range was amazing.

Lead vocalist Ram of the I-Tones performed in the MUB Pub
Saturday night. (Brooke Tart photo)
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The Charthusters break pace
By Bill Millios
.
Saturday's 75 minute show
at the Franklin wasn't a
complete success for Robin
Lane and the Chartbusters.
The sound quality was poor
with Lane's voice coming
across mumbled.
Also, the crowd was restless
since the show started an hour
lai.e. Another setback was the
band played without their
regular drummer Tim Jackson.
Mike Avary filled in since
Jackson's wife was expecting.
The band wisely played this
year's local hit .. Shot in the
Dark" early in the set. The
song, with its catchy chorus.
moved the crowd to fill up the
dance floor.
The pace continued with

•-campus Lounge." Lane. in a
pink dress. moved her arms
around like1 Stevie Nicks giving
her best vocal of the night.
One of the group's oldest
tracks "Don't Cry" featured
some nice backup singihg from
hassist Scott Baerenwald.
~he show's highligh-t was
their cover of Johnny Kiss's
··shakin' All Over" which the
band speeded up a bit. Asa
Baebner·s guitar-licked solo
was impressive as was Lane's
voice.
The band's 1978 hit ··when
Things Go Wrong" and a yet
unreleased song .. Take Back
the Night'' showed the
Chartbusters' originality.
In

1978 the

~IOUf.J

(01111cu

and released therr first album a
year later: Robin Lane and the
Chartbustcrs. The EP fl\'e
Live came in 1980 and
Imitation L(fe followed a year
later.
After a dispute over
recording schedules and sales
'the group split from Warner
Brothers records. So~ after. in
1982. the Chartbusters broke
up.
With the split band's
separate careers drifting. the
group decided to reform in
August, 1983. They added a
second guitarist. Peter
Hoffman. and released a new
EP Heart Connection.
Currently. the group is touring
'New England.

Singer Robin Lane of Robin Lane and the Chartbusters. The
group performed at the Franklin last Saturday night.

Rockin' Sho·es move
through Blues
By Bill Millios
When performing the blues,
George Leh 's blindness is no
obstacle. He still understands
the Blues like any other singer;
probably even better.
Friday night at the Stone
Church Leh was at his best,
ripping through a wide variety
of Blues classics and rarities.
Through his three set show his
bluesy voice held the audience's
attention.
Also dynamic was the six
piece band that backed up Leh.
The two guitarists. Leh's wife
Kathy, and John Durak. both
exchanged rhythm and leads
on most numbers.
Bobby Cammacho handled
the keyboards along with John
Volt on bass. John Brass
played sax and a woman
named Oshie rendered the
drums.
Highlights from the show
inc I ud ed a q u ic k-tem poed
version of .. Boogie Woogic
Country Girl" featuring a great
guitar lick from Durak and the
soulful "Who's Been Talking?"
Leh ended this piece by
. drawling· out the title ·a s he and
the band were interrupted by
thundernus applause.
Later in the show came the
fast and catchy "Keep Y Olcir
Hands Off her 'Cause She
Don't Belong to You"followed
by Jimmy Reed's "Baby What
You Want Me to Do?" Oshie
performed a soulful cameo
v1>cal in this song.
In the rousing ·•He£1rtbreak
· Hotel" Leh dramatically fell to
· his knees at the end. While

performing the current single .. I
Ain't Lying" he bounced up
and down like a man possessed.
Leh's career began as a
Boston-based blues singer in
1963. Several bands and.... years
later. he found himself on stage
with Jimi Hendrix at the
Totonto Trainfest in 1970.
..Before the show, someone
told me to shake this hand- then they told me whose it was
and I couldn't believe it!"·
Next, Leh formed a band
name~ ~wallow, who's style
was similar to the big horn
section sound of bands like
Chicago and Earth. Wind and
Fire. They signed a contract.
with Warner Brothers and
recorded an album. However,
it didn't sell well and the group
?roke up. He continued to play
in
local bands and even
recorded another album in the
Powerhouse Blues Band a few
years later.
The Rockin' Shoes hand
developed in early 1983 and the
current members have been
playing together for eight
months.
Generally he performs
hundreds of songs from not
only blues, but jazz. rock and
even a few Broadway
standards. Leh added that
gospel music is his favorite but
it's harder to perform than the
rest. His influences range from
B. B. King to Waylen Jenning
to Anne Murray.
At 41. Leh has a day job ·
developing film in Needham.
Mass and is content to allow his
music to ride its course.

~long with the 1-T_on~s, Loose Caboose performed reggae in the MUB Pub Saturday ni ht
Pictured are percussaomst Boo Pearson and lead vocalist Ras Jahn Bullock. (Brook Tart phgot~)

Muller dances social themes
By Diana Meader
Ordinary issues were
uniquely expressed in the art
form of modern dance Friday
night, as the Elliott Festival of
the Arts & UN H Celebrity
Snies opened the season with
Jennifer Muller & The Works.
Thecompariy'scombination
of technical skill. theatrics.· and·
emotion made for a wellrounded performance of
effective movement.
The show consisted of three
~-eparat~, routin~> _"Tub",
Souls . and
Kite. all
choreographed by Jennifer
Muller.
.
.
In . an interview Muller
explained the themes for her

pieces are derived from her
observations of society. its
problems, and successes. Her
choreography is influenced by
all the. art forms including
acting and origional music.
"Tub", choreographed in
1973, is a product of its time.
The dance reflected the unique
movement which was being
created ten years ago. Muller's
use as a tub (with water) on
stage created unusual effect to
an interested audience.
"Souls" expressed universal
inner workings of relationships. Dancer Lana Carroll
appeared to float across the
stage expressing relationships
through her movement.
The energy and exoression of

Jennifer Muller and the entire
comp_any, along with her use of
color in costumes and lighting
made_'•Kite" a bright, uplifting
experience.
Muller, who has danced
professionally since age 15.
tries to express through
moder·n danc e ''h on cs t
"mot1·on"
· w h'1c 11
~
· Th e way in
· · I movement
·she c r e a t cs ongina
to express universal themes is
S()m e th·ing
everyone s h ou Id
witness at leaS t once.
It is captivating to see social
episodes produced into the
form of modern movement so
clearly. and vibranty. Jennifer
Muller & The Works is a
success . .
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----------------R
AIN---------------(continued from page 3)
what other people are doing in into the atmospere.
Sulfur dioxide emissions can
fa~ing the problems of acid
rain.
be reduced by a variety of
William Millan, a delegate methods besides "scrubbing",
from the Office of Canadian including the lining of
Affairs of the US Department smokestacks · with limestone
of State, defended the US ("limestone injection techrecord on pollution control, nique"), the "classification" of
and said more evidence must be coal by which the coal is he '1' ~d
accumulated before the in order that only its ga s ·· He
government legislates a combusted, and pre-\\ ning
reduction in levels of sulfer the coal to remove its sulph m
dioxide emmissions.
content.
Millan said further
Because coal-fired power
investigation might show that stations are a major source of
nitrogen oxide is the main sulfur dioxide pollution, one
cause of acid rain, and the solution to the problem lies
government wants to avoid with the use of alternative
massive expenditures to reduce forms of energy such as hydrothe levols of sulfur dioxide ouly electric and nuclear power
to find they picked the wrong plants.
target.
Moltke said savings made by
Fitzhugh Green, associate a reduction in damage to
administratpr for international forests, health and buildings
activities at the US Environ- - would leave a "positive
mental Protection Agency balance" after expenditure on
(EPA), said there is a great deal pollution control.
Expressing hope the US
of research being conducted by
the US government and a would re-evaluate its position
solution must be found with over acid rain, Moltke recalled
minimum social and economic difficulties initially encountercosts. ·
ed by conservationists in
Green warned against Europe in their attempts to
attacking "a milhon dollar elicit government action to
problem with a trillion dollar combat pollution within the
solution."
European Economic Communy. (EEC) .
.lohn Carroll, associate
A country that is "in the dog
professor of environmental
conservation at UNH Forest house" in terms of industrial
Resources, said in a telephone emissions can rapidly reverse
interview methods to reduce its position and find itself in the
industrial emission of sulfur fore-front of the battle against
dioxide are very expensive, like pollution, Moltke said, and he
"scrubbing", a technique by cited the example of West
which smoke is passed through Germanv, which according to
water before being . released
Moltke, consistently vetoed

EEC efforts to legislate against legislation," while the Senate put before Congress that will be
acceptable ·both to the Mid west
industrial pollution but now approved it.
Sununu said there is a need and the Northeast.
has some of the most stringent
There is a great need for ,
to organize everyone who can
regulations in the world.
"The US is presently in the help ge.t legislation against public education on the subject
industrial pollution passed by of acid rain, because a lack of
dog house," Moltke said.
Moltke said the US needs to Congress, and that "grass knowledge allows people to get
1ct now" and that the "time roots" support must be away with doing nothing,
g" between action and results mobilized, as opposed to D'Amours said.
The costs of ind us trial antican be anything between "10 leaving it to institutions like the
EPA.
pollution measures must be
and 20 years."
He said 60 percent of US met by the federal government
He said the US has been
·'upstaged by the USSR" in . governors can be counted on to to avoid the burden being
shouldered by "the emitting
announcing an intention to support federal legislation.
"I am very confident that we states alone," D'Amours said.
deal with industrial pollution.
D'Amours said the bill he
Millan said the government have passed ... the half way
will be presenting to Congress
will not act now, "but we are mark ... " Sununu said.
"This is not a partisan issue" provides "a good solution"
open" to recognizing any new
D'Amours said . in thP fin::d because it avoid s "punitiyc"
developments.
Meanwhile, he said, new session of the forum . last clauses for the Midwest.
Friday. "At some point a
Carroll expressed satisfacplants . equipped with
scrubbers, which he claimed political decision was made to tion with the forum, and. said it
would remove 95 percent of ignore the threat of acid rain to had provided a useful exchange
sulfur dioxide emission, would our world, to our country."
of views that was valuable for
D'Amours, who is running an understanding of the
have replaced old plants on or
after the year 2000.
for the Senate this year, said the subject, both for the
Sununu said he believed
US had abandoned its role as a participants, and for students
"constituencies are the key" in world leader over the issues of at UNH.
order to resolve the issue.
the environment, an area where
It was "very successful," he
He said there is a "classic America and American said.
Carroll co-organized the
division" between Mid west technology had contributed so
"emitters" and the "receivers" much in the past.
forum with Professor Richard
Parker at Forest Resources.
(of acid rain) in the Northeast,
He said legislation must be
but in reality, he said, the
Midwest and Northeast "are
WHITEHOUSE OPTICIANS, INC.
both emitters and receivers."
Pennsylvania may rely on
coal-burning (and therefore
Complete eyeglass service
sulfur dioxide emitting)
Prescriptions-fill~d, duplicated,
industries, but it is just as much
a victim of acid rain, Sununu
frames repaired-sunglasses
said.
The "emitting st, tes" enjoy a
Dover Drug Building
majority in Congress, Sununu
said, and "the Democratic
6 Broadway, Dover
House tur_ned down ... acid rain

-------EVOLUTION-------

742-1744

Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8:30-5:30

Wed. & Sat. 8:30-12:00

<continued from page 17)

Louis Pasteur's master, the
physicist Biot, was on his
death bed, Pasteur brought
materials to his teacher's
bedside· to demonstrate his
discovery. There he showed
him what he had achieved. Biot
wept with the strength of his
emotion. Did he foresee the
trail that would lead Pasteur to
the germ theory of disease that
would transform agriculture,
industry, and alleviate an
immensity of human suffering
and misery? All his !ife he had
loved science, he said,
embracing Pasteur. "Th is
discovery makes my heart heat
faster."
And we? Momentarily
aroused from our intellectual
torpor b,y the Soviet launching
of Sputnik, we undertook a
massive program of federal aid
to education, producing a rapid
increase in the quantity and
quality of students of science.
Unfortunately, the impulse
wore off as rapidly as it had
begun, drowned in the social
unrest of the Viet Nam War,
distorted by scientific illiteracy
and anti-intellectualism so
profound and so widespread as
to blur all distinction between
fantasy and reality. Our
newstands are stuffed with the
nonsense of astrology, but
where will we find guides to the
current configuration of the
sky? The university lecture
circuits are the lush preserve of
those who bend spoons by ESP
and attribute all of human
history to the creepy crawlies
from outer space flitting
through our skies on flying
crockery.

What is the bottom line? · industrial nations and for our
Norman Newell · writes in the achievement of one of the
March issue of the Journal of world's ~ighest standards of
Geological Education that living. Certainly, if size of
. between 1965 and 1977, federal population is considered, we
support of pre-college science have the w or Id's most
education dropped from 60 abundant society, and at the
millions per annum to less that same time one of the freest.
IO. Science and mathematics These were not positions which
achievement scores of high we inherited from the past nor
school seniors declined by were they won by conquest or
better than 5 percent. It is by the exploitation of colonial
currently in vogue to place the populations, but rather, they
blame on teachers. What were the achievement of a
teachers? During the same totally new society. 0 u r
period, the number of students accomplishments rest upon the
enrolled in teacher training for technology, science, industry,
secondary-·school mathematics and skills of our people. For
declined by 77 percent. Of · generations our deficiencies
those who completed their were more than balanced by
degrees, the number seeking immigration, which provided a
employment as teachers steady stream of fresh labor,
dropped by two-thirds. There talent, and training. Our public
were 43 percent fewer in schools and our ideal of free,
biology, a 54 percent decrease ; universal education, independin chemistry, 50 percent in ent of sect, ideology, color or
physics. 49 percent in earth national origin, provided the
sciences. Nationally, the infrastructure on which, with
number preparing to teach all its flaws and inade4uacies, is
earth sciences-that is, the still the envy of much oft he rest
sciences of resources, energy, of humanity. No wonder that
water, erosion, soil science. the science flourished in America,
oceans, etc.-has dropped for the values of scientific
fromahighof2,500inl970,to inquiry, · most expeciaily
288 in I 983. Creationists, freedom of inquiry and the
chronophobiacs reeling independence of creed or
gackwards from the abyss of ideology, are precisely the
ti me, need not fear the values of American public
subversion of young minds by education. Almost without
teachers of geology since, exception, the distinguished
unless these trends are Elliott lecturers on evolution
reversed, there will be no are products of our public
geologists entering teaching by schools.
about 1984-the Orwellian - - -- - -- - - - - year of decision.
Cecil J. Schneer is a UN H
There are many reasons for professor of geology am/ th e
the rise of the United States to
the position of first among the hiS t ory <!l science.

BIKE SALES
TREK - NISHIKI - CANNONDALE
H~u·ing arul Touring Suppli(·~

Durham Bike
19 ./t'l1l.-i11.-. Court. /)urlwm

FIT KIT
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5

Sat. 9-12

Tuesday Sept. 18 8-10
Thursday Sept. 20 8-10

at
33 Madbury Road
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-----MOORE----( continued from page 2)
Foundation grants in seven
ears and co-directed a NSF
Y
1976 operator theory institute.

EXPLORING YOUR FUTURE
Fall, 1984 Workshops in Career Planning
Your lll(t!rt:~b and
Values to Majors and Careers

IVlalChlng

Mon., :5ept. 24

HallUH.. I

Rnnm - Jl.,fUB

6:00-7:30 P.M .
Thurs., Oct. 18

Grafton Room - M lJ 8

3:00-4:30 P.M.

Matching Your Skills and
Abilities to Majors and
Careers

Mon., Oct. I

Hanover Room - MU 8

6:00-7:30 P.M.
Thurs., Oct. 25

Grafton Room - MU B

3:00-4:30 P.M .

Methods of Making Career/
Life Decisions

Mon .. Oct. 8

Thurs., Nov. I

3:00-4:30

Exploring Career Options and
Finding Career Information

Hanover Ro.om - MU B

6:00-7:30 P.M.
Grafton Room - MU 8

P.M.

Mon.,Oct.15

Hanover Room - MU 8

6_:00-7:30 P.M.
Thurs .. NO\. 8

Grafton Room - MU 8

3:00-4:30 P.M.

Finding a Job

Mon., Oct. 22

Hanover Room - M lJ B

6:00-7:30 P.M.
Thurs .. Nov. 15

.

Grafton Room - MU B.

3:00-4:30 P.M.

t\. ___:_: ~:,~:~: :~: : : :":~~:: : : : :g~~Od,:~: ~:~~=~--w--,

In 1976, Moore was offered
the plum of his career-a
Fulbright fellowship at the
In st itute for Mathematical
R e s ea r c h i n B u c h a re s t ,
Rumania. He turned it down.
Looking back, Moore says he
was going through "a classic
mid-life crisis."

"I just couldn't do it," he
says. "Something as difficult as
theoretical mathematics, either
you totally immerse yourself or
you can't do it. You can't do
theoretical mathematics over
cocktails."

When Moore returned to
he abandoned his
te,nured position in _the
Mathematics Department and
started the Complex Systems
Research Center on a
shoestring budget. Today, the
small center, which focuses on
how 11uman activity affects the

8:00-9:00 M-F
6:J0-:2:00 ~SA'I .

The Body Shop

Comple!e Supervision Wi1h lncliviclual lns1rue1ion- We Can
Come Up Wi!h a Program For You- Wha1ever Your Requiremen!s

A Total Fitness Center Featuring:
• Lounge Area With Juice Bar
•Weight Gain Or Loss Programs
•Complete Men's &
Women's Facilities

Whe!her You Are Bol(r-Builcling, Training For A Team,
Or Jusl Wan! To E'\ercise; We'\'l' Go! I! All.'

Fitness Center
42 Main ·St., Dover, N .H.
749-3225

The

most

impo,rtant

environmental problem facing
the world-apart from a
nuclear war that could cause a
.. nuclear winter"-is the
buildup of Carbon Dioxide in
the atmosphere, according to
Moore.
The release into the
atmosphere of fossil fuels that
were stored in the earth over
millions of years • is an
unplanned experiment by the
human race, he says.

UNH,

Tired Of The Crowds In The Field House?
HOURS:
Here Is Your Answer!

• Body-Building
•Body Shaping
• General Fitness

Carbon Dio~ide Program

Moore hadn't lost his ability
to immerse himself in his work,
"If the current buildup
but his interests were leading
continues, by the year 2030,
him elsewhere. He was an
maybe 2040, humans will have
environmental activist-an
essentially doubled the
organizer of UN H's Earth Day
atmosphere's carbon dioxide
in 1970 and a president of the
concentration in just 150
Seacoast Anti-Pollution
years," says Moore.
League, one of the earliest
opponents to construction of
the Seabrook nuclear power
One predicted result is that
plant. He began to feel that his
the average world temperature
real interests lay in the real
will rise three degrees.
world. And he wanted to
pursue an idea-that mathemaical models, with powerful · "'It's not just t-hat the place
computers, could simulate
will be a little warmer," Moore
natural world processes.
says. ..The most important
effect will be to alter the
patterns of - rainfall. Some
•·so for a year ( with a
people say the midwestern
fellowship at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute) I grain belt (where 90 percent of
the world's exported grain is
tried to learn as much biology,
biochemistry, oceanography _ grown) will just shift
northward into Canada. But
and terrestrial ecology as
that would be like trying to turn
possible," he says. ·.. 1 attended
New Hampshire into wheat
seminars virtually 24 hours a
fields."
day."

STUDENTS:

• 14 Nautilus Machines
• Best Equipped
Free-Weight Gym in N.H.
•Aerobics Classes
•Universal Machines

world environment, receives
more than $ 7 50,000 annually
for research.

•Strength Training
•Aerobics
•Weight Control

-No Initial Membership Fee To Students With A Valid UNH ID-

Growing Up
Moore's experiences with the
natural world began with his
family, a prominent and
thoroughly southern Atlanta
family. His grandfather,
Berrien Moore, was an
electrical engineer and captain
of the 1904 Georgia Tech
football team. His father, who
· also graduated from Georgia
Tech, was a businessman and
his mother an actress.
Moore · recalls that each
summer when he was young,
usually for two weeks, his
family and as many relatives as
possible would head off to
some remote area-in the
South, in Canada, Wyoming or
even Alaska-to camp, hike or
canoe. The idea, he says, was to
' get .. as far away from
civilization as possible."
The tradition continues with
his own family. This summer
Moore took his eight-year-old
daughter, Leila, to the
Canadian lake area where he
went 30 years ago as a child.
On these trips Moore looks,
at .. how the system, without
any management, exists. It
produces and reproduces itself
without human interference."
.. I t ' s r e a.I I y e x q u i ~ i t e I y
orchestrated," he says ... And I
find a great deal of beauty and
mystery in that."
,,
•I
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Exhibition & Sale of
Fine Art Reproductions

.

◄, -~ ~

New this year
• Phorographs
•Nurecards
• Exhihirion pusl<;rs

Join us at 0entinel Camp,
Toftonboro, N.H., 0ept. 21-23-

PRICES

Qetreat

MO,ST LARGE PRINTS

_$4 each
or
3 for $10

The weekend will include:
fun-hikin 6. swimmin 6. 6ames
worship and music
workshops on peer ministry
videos: "Confcssin 6 Lhe
Gospel in I.he University"

MOST SMALL PRINT

$2 each
or
· 3 for $5
Date: Sept 17-19
Time: 10 am - 5 pm
Place: East-West
Lounge
Memorial Union Building

Theme.- "ChrM3Lfan DjcBcjpfecBh1p ..

Cost: $25.00 (includin 6 meals)
*scholarship he!p available.

FEATURING: Old Masrers
lm/Jressionism, Surrealism,
Van Gogh, -Picasso, £\"Cher,
/9rh-20rh Centwr American,
E.S. Curris, Norman
Rock ire/I, Oriental Aris and
Museum Posrers .fi·om the
Merropoliran, Walker,
G~u g g e n h e i m Na r i o n a I
Gallefl' and more.

Transporiation provided.
Leavins WolfT House al 6:00 p.m.
c9'epl 21
Conlacl: Campus Minislry Ofltce
Wolff House 2-1165 by
noon on t'riday, 0epl 20.

OVER 200 DIFFERENT IMAGES

1r

..

AcAclA . !LI

iif
RAT£RN1T'1i
I
LAST
I
i OPEN

WEDN~~~; ~i.EPT. 19

Ill:

LOOKING FOR FUN,
ROMANCE OR ADVENTURE?
Write for CATALYST MAGAZINE,
UNH's general interest, student created
and prod _
u ced publication
Articles deadline: November 2

For further information
see Julie Hanauer or Valerie Deneen
Room 153, MUB, 862 -2730
All Submissions Welcomed!

Ill

R VSH

*Highes;!t;r;,;\~~~;m~!i

:=: *Winners of 2 out of 5 Acacia National awards

~~~ *Homecoming competition winners · for two
: ~:
consecutive years
.
:~:~ *Active social, athletic, and campus involvem·ent

[ LAST CHANCE TO FIND OUT

I
l!I

MORE ...

~~ C CI ........

"7k Sftiut o1 ~ "

ii
Ill

Ill
:::

I;;

:;:~

!:~:

l

I
!II
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-GIFTED-

GET INVOLVED

<continued from page 11)

graduate students to work with
a special class of high school
students."

GAIN VALUABLE
·1 he Iall ~cminars, "1984 and
Beyond," will begin Oct. 3 with
a lecture by Robert Houston,
~NH professor of physics and
former state science advisor.
Houston will discuss "Frontiers in Space."

EXPERIENCE
The New Hampshire Advertising·Office is looking
for an ambitious and dynamic individual to fill the
- position of Advertising Associate. No experience
necessary. Applications available ,n room 708 of
the MUB.

Deadline for applications is TODAY at 2 p·.m.

Other lecturers will include
NH Rep.. Norman D'Amours
on '"The Future of America,"
Oct. 10: Samuel Smith. UNH
professor of animal science and
biochemistry. "The Politics of
World Hunger," Oct. 17:
Education Prof. Michael
Andrew. "Education in the
Future,"Oct. 24: Filson Glanz,
UN H electrical engineer,
"Robotics(ilnd the Workplace,"
Oct. 31: Manley Irwin,
economist, "The World
Information Economy," Nov.
7: Susan White, political
scientist, "Crime in the Future:
Can Our Criminal Justice
System Adapt?" Nov. 14: and
Russian Prof. Sandi F.
Mayewski, "The Soviet Union:
1984 and Beyond," Dec. 12.

Each lecture will include
advance required readings and
will be followed by small group,
discussions led by graduate
students. Some students may
receive academic credit from
their high schools for
participation.

Schwab ways the committee
plans for the spring seminars to
focus on the humanities and
arts.
Participating high schools
are: Farmington, Exeter Area,
Spaulding (Rochester),
Portsmouth, Nute (Milton),
Newmarket Central, Winnacunnet ( Hampton), Dover,
Oyster River (Durham),
Sanborn Regional ( Kingston),
Se:merworth and Epping. Coe
Brown Academy in Northwood, also is participating.

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
Think business. With
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
the BA-35 Student ~is
this is it: an affordable, busiThe BA-35 means you
· ness-oriented calculator.
spend less time calculating, Business Analyst.
The Texas Instruments
and more time learning. One
BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
TEXAS
Analyst.
of many.
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Its built-in business
Creating useful products
formulas let you perform
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
complicated finance,
a book that follows most
accounting and statistical
business courses: the Business
functions - the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time
professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.

If there's one thing business

"V

We need your
help.

American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
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The UNH Women's
Center

PAGE TWENTY-FIV~

HITTING THE ROAD THIS
WEEKEND?
check out the RIDE BOARD

u

Welcomes New' Members
and
New Ideas Concerning
Women's Issues
to an

OPEN ORGANIZATIONAL·
MEETING
Wednesday, September 19, 8 pm.·,
Grafton Room, MUB
Men and majorities
are encouraged to attend.
The VNH Women's Center
is an Equal Opportunity Organizaion.

Save on gas, driving, and boredom!
If you need a ride or have one to offer,
Stop by the Commuter/ Tran sfer center,.
MUB room 136.

Run your . own
coinpany at 26.
We're looking for a few good
college students and graduates
who can fill the shoes of a Marine
Corps officer. That's a pretty ta II
order.
Because it means leading
other Marines. Being responsible for their safety ~nd welfare. ·
Being in ·charge.
_That's something no civilian
job can offer you at 26. It's
something very few people can·
ever measure up to.
If you think you're cut from the
right mold, see your Marine
Corps Officer Selection Officer
when he visits your campus or
call him, at the number listed
· below, today.

The Marine Corps Officer Selection Team willbe on campus at
the Memorial Union building 2,3, and 4 October from 10 AM
to 3 PM. See us there or call Collect 603-668-083() . ..

'
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--TRIO-<continued from page 3)

perform such paraprofessional
work as letter writing and
statistics gathering.

GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS
The TRIO program was a
result of President Lyndon
Johnson's war on poverty.

GARJ:tE.L

1eor A

5PEEDIN

In New Hampshire, the
Upward Bound program,
which now serves about JOO
students, was founded in 1966.
ETS, now aiding 500-1,000

@
<D

~

~

i[
'Tl
(1)

~

:~iZ
SHOE

stude nts, began in 1969 .
The Special Services
program which now numbers
200-400 students, was initiated
in 1973.

By JEFF MACNELLY

Robinson · House houses the
main state offices of the
Upward Bound and Educational Talent Search programs.
Special Services' main office is
located at New Hampshire
College.
The program has been very
sucessful. In the 1982-1983
school year, 589 students
received $2,766,967 in financial
aid through ETS. Estimates for
the I983-1984 school year give
the statistics at approximately
$3 million for about 571
students.
To the staff on the TRIO
program, however, the true
value of their work is more than
monetary.

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
NOTEU!N' WHAT
/iOWV I €NP

WITH lliE
GRIIV€Y.IIRP
SHIFT, IIGIIIN?
f/.P

~m

KINO 0,. FRcl/1<5 /WP
W€/RPOS Wilt COME
CRffPIN,. IN HERE
FOR SOM€ KINKY
SHENf/N!GANS ...

WEtl I lllN,.T
IN NOMOOO
FOR NO
FR(I/TCIIKES

T!JNIGHT.

c::::?
~

~lt!
.
gr

'cao.
FM7H€
PRINCE
tJF W,t;t£S ...

I

PPI/Plff.

I

~: ;~=

··1 like working with the kids
best of all - I would never give
up working with them. If I did,
I'd lose the point of why I'm
doing this" Johns said.

According to Johns, the
theory to be fonowed is that "if
you have the money and can
send your child through
college, by all means do so . But
if not, the family is not required
to contribute more than is
possible." Through the
programs in TRIO, there is
another way.

Temporary
And
Pcnnancnt
Positions

By JOHNNY HART

.\dministrali\'C

& Office Suppor1
Skills :Xccdcd

ATS Tr\AfSUF'Fb.SE

M~N?

IT MEANS, ..

Com pc lithe
W~cs

FROM NM
ON,YOU PAY/

Quick Pu~·
Checks
:\o ( 'osts To You

PORTSMOUTH
603-436-1151
HAMPTON
603-926-6787
MA., N .H .. ME.

ablc1
- - -- - - - - ,..
P
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R

B

D
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H e-Ip
Want___..ed

m

Theatre By The Sea, 125 Bow Street,
Portsmouth seeks a workstudy student to
work 15-20 hours per week with the
Publicity Director. Hours are flexible . Call
431-6660 and ask for Ann
Gymnastic Instructor : Sunday
afternoons , classes will be taught in
Berwick Maine. Call or visit SanfordSpringvale YMCA. 207-324-4942.
Part-time work available with local
business . Work includes deliveries,
stocking inventory, counter help, etc. Call
868-1161.
MEN AND WOMEN ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY WorkstudY- eligible childcare
workers needed at Little People's Center
in Durham. Must enjoy working with kids
and want to be part of a socially
concerned staff group $4/ hr 868 -5412.
Male Quadraplegic seeking assistance
with pesonal care needed . Will train
Work in a private home in Somersworth.
Hours are flexible , 5 00/ hr Call 692 4764
Disabled Individual in search of personal
care attendant , for mornings six days a
week. $5 .00/ hr Prefer prior experience
in working with the disabled . Call Greg at
772 -3803 , evenings .

Position Cashier, Salary
Local liquor store

$5 .15 / hour.

Position: Marketing Support Assistant.
Salary $7.40 / hr Major Computer
Company in Manchester area.

___
- -Mile=,,.

=i!~ I

=·

eftarw,ou=Sa=•

1976 Honda Civic CVCC Wagon recent
inspection-good tires. Runs good, asking
$595 or best offer. Call after 6 :00 p.m.,
942-7096.

Magnum Sea Jumper Wind Surfer, NEW
$1,100. Retail value only $500, Contact
Paul Breen 431-7047 work or 926-6854
home, two available .
Peavey Standard amp, 400 watts, 5
channels, used 1 year , (reverb phare etc ).
Peavey speaker cabinet , 4-12" speakers .
Botn tor SJ I'::!, 868-5324 and ask for
Dave .
1970 Mustang V8, 351W, motor has
78,000, AM / FM cassette, many new
parts . Recently painted , $1 ,200, 8685324 ask for Dave.

BREAKDANCING experience not
necessary but workstudy eligibility Is.
Flexible hours, $4 00-5 00/ hr , friendly
environment. Non-profit agency
SECRETARIES answering phones, tvping ,
other clerical duties, 10-20 hours per
week

1971 V -8 Chevy Chevelle for sale. Runs
well, low mileage, interior good. Cheap
transporfation . Call Kevin, 868-9628
evenings . Best offer

EDITOR work on monthly newsletter,
brochures, flyers, 10-20 hrs / week .
GRAPHIC ARTIST Design / layout for
newsletter, brochures, flyers , 5 10/ hrs / week .
Call Now! Lee Spencer 659-5743 or 1900-NH DWI PC.
PUBLIC RELATIONS INTERN Semester 11;
New York City; Top Company; $1 ,000,
Month; Admn , Communication Maiors;
production , promotion , marketing,
support work; Resume, application ,
writing sample; Contact Field Experience
Office, Verrette House, 2 - ~ 1 84;
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE, Oct. 8; FEit
84131A
Tutors Wanted-For Math (especi ally
420). Chem, Physics, Adm, Bio , C S ,
Languages , etc . Workstudy or hourly.
Information Meeting Monday, September
24 at 4 :30-Carroll Room, MUS or call
Craig at TASK 2-3698 .
JOB BOARD
For more information stop bye the Job
Board located on the top floor of the MUB.
Position Odd jobs person. Salary $4 _505 00/ hour. Work until done, flexible
hours.
Position: Cleaning woman. Salary
$5.50/ hour. Six hours per week.
Position: Personal Care Attendant. Salary
$5 00 / hour, hours flexible, will train
attendant.

Honda 400 CM, 1981. Must sell make
offer, 868-2765
I mus( sell to buy a special bicycle;
Yamaha FG 345 steel string guitar with
hardshell case, great action and fine body
for $1 60. MCS series stereo receiver 33
watts / channel. Stereo cabinet of
handcrafted pine . Receiver for $111.11
and cabinet for $25. Call Gregg at 6593233 .

1976 TR- 7 Hardtop good condition, 603
Ocean Blvd., Hampton, NH. Contact Tom
Hofmann 431 -704 7 (work) or 926- 7330
(home)

1977 Honda CB750F Supersport must
sell 4 into 1 exhaust , triple disk 0rakes,
mag wheels, new chain and sprockets,
low bars, K&L filters . Sounds excellent
and runs well , $1 ,200 or best offer . Call
Chuck 742-1269 in Dover

RESEARCH ASSISTANT collect / compile
data on court activities , other proJects,
10-20 hours / week .

1976 Datsun wagon . Old Faithful. Doors
rutsy, but still purrs. High mileage, many
more miles likely. $600 or best offer. Call
926-3617 after 6 p.m

1974 VW THING. New white paint. Hard
top , and convertable top. AM / FM. New
side windows, new brakes, new exhaust
system . VERY NICE CONDITION. Low
mileage, call 224-6931, evenings .
Couch for sale - Excellent condition,
contemporary 7 ft, 3 cushions beige with
dark brown and rust tattersall design
fabric. Only $150 Call Linda 862-1931
days, 742 -8526 evenings .
Dorm Size Refridge , great condition , $60 .
Chris, Room 5, 2-1598 or 868-9725 .
JVC L-A31 Semi -automatic turntable,
with Ortofon cartridge , $85_ JVC
Speakers: 12" woofer, 6 " mid-range, 23" tweeters , $1 75 pair, or best offer. Neila
868 -9806
1974 Ford Country Squire, all power,
brown good run~ing conditon . $700 or
best offer. Call after 6 :00p .m. , 742-2449 .
Radial Snow Tires, 165 x 13 _ Good
condition , plenty of rubber . $25 / pair, Call
Val at 2:-1802 or 742- 7232.
Stereo-Centrex Pioneer, AM / FM with
cassette . 12-inch, 3-way Bass Reflex
Speakers, dolby 22 watts per channel.
Very nice, $275. Call Val 2-1802 or 7427232
Honda Motorcycle, CB400F "400 Four"
Low mileage, like new, excellent
condition (new tires, new battery), asking
$800. Call 659-2596 evenings
1979 VW Rabbit, 4 door, automatic,
excellent condition, $2,350, 868-1161
8 30-5 :00.
Tent for sale : Brand new 1 -person tent.
Won as a prize, never used. Retail price
$130. Asking 100 Call Cindy at 6642176 or 2-2721 .

Joitt tl1c Rct, Cross

TYPING $1 per page. Professional , quick
a.nd friendly service. Spelling,
punctuation and grammar corrected at no
extra charge. Call Jo-Anne at 749-2338 .
HAIRCUTS-MEN-$5.00 Have your hair
cut professionally at your place. Call now
for appointment, 868-5043

Persona:-i

~1

2 keys in brown leather pouch lost. Please
contact Edmun at 2-1124, or leave
message .
Sigma Nu Rush is on. Come meet the
brothers Tues . 9 / 18 and Thurs . 9 / 20.
See how Sigma Nu differs from the rest.
Betsy - Good to see you at UN H - good I uck
- live it up for all it can be - BP
Earn spending monaey by babysitting
Sign up in the babysitting referral list at
the Commuter Transfer Center, Rm. 136
MUB.
OPEN RUSH: Phi Kappa Theta's next open
rushes will be Tues Sept 1810-12 pm t
Alpha Chi sorority 29 Madbury Rd;
Thursday Sept. 20 10-12 pm. - call 8682146 for location . PKT - setting the
standards!!!!
Beautiful women - we need you.
Advertising Production needs models. No
experience necessary. For more info. call
- 749-1849
Sigma Nu Rush is on. Open Rush Tues.
9 / 18 and Thurs. 9 / 20. See how Sigma
Nu distinguishes itself within the greek
system. Come in and meet the brothers.
PKT OPEN RUSH; Check brotherhood out.
Tuesday Sept. 18th at Alpha Chi Omega
sorority 10-12 pm . Thursday Sept . 20th
10-12 pm . call 868-2146 for locations
information. PKT; preparing for tlie future
through brotherhood.
Come to Theta Chi open rush Tuesday the
18th and Thursday the 20th for our open
ruish 33 Madbury Rd. all are welcome.
Earn spending money by babysitting. Sign
up in the babysitting refferal list at the
Commuter Transfer Center, Rm. 136
MUB .
Finance Club Presentation: Wed_ Sept.
19, 4 00 p.m. MCC Rm . 212
Mr.C.Kenneth Molander CLU. Regional
Vice President of. Keystone Mass.
Distributors Inc. of Boston, will discuss
career oportunities in mutual fund
management and real estate.
Attention Alpha Zeta members: please
come to the general meeting, tonight,
Sept. 18 at 6pm. in the merrimack room,
MUB

To H.W. who finally got the bug. Bet you
didn't expect a message from me - but
then I didn 't know you were in love. .
Sounds pretty serious, sounds rather fun
- if you ever get a second I'd like to hear
about your number 1.
~
Cold octupus salad, snails sucked from
the shell and all last year I thought
Huddleston was hell! Fried shark, grilled
baby squid
I complained about
roommates? My landlady has 7 kids. Pay
phones were bad - I never had a dime and
with all the people on the floor I always
had to wait in line . I now take a bus to the
phone company, 15 minutes away, and
not whenever I want. They're open at
certain hours everyday Well 417L - I hope
there's a bed second semester to lay my
head, on the way to the Jibes. if I feel
sudden fatigue _ or any time I feel the
need _ to nap! What's a hot shower?
ELMERS, Northern New England's
nostalgia shop, offers UNH students,
faculty and staff a special invitation . Visit
our store with this ad or UNH ID and
receive 20% discount. VintaoP ;rnrl """nt
garde fashions and accessories; practical
clothing; hats, ties and jewelry; flannel
shirt sale-(3 / $11); $1 .00 clothing bin .
Unique books of all types; vintage
children's books; paper nostalgia Movie,
television and music memorabilia
including posters , still, records , sheet
music. Autographs, magazines, games,
toys and puzzles. Campy household and
kitchen collectibles . Progressive button~ .
Half hour drive from Durham-take Ro,,te
4 to Portsmouth Circle-Rte . 1 into
Maine-Take Exit 236 to traffic circle and
Kittery Point . 5 miles on .Rte . 103. Open
Friday-Wednesday 11-5, closed
Thursday 207 -439-2440
To Craig: Today is 0IIr day- we have
become such a !Pam!! I wish you a happy
" Happy Annivers .1ryl" First It was great;
second it was wonderful; Third .. 1'II tell
you in private!!! I Jove you - Grasshopper.
KT! Welcome back to UNH! I'm not sure
how good you'll be for my studying, but
you 'll do wonders for my social life. C
Matty I Now that you have a job, we can go
out for drinks . (It's a date!) DrJn't study too
hard, it can be hazardous !o your health
Talk to you soon . Ciou!
Lisa-5 more days ar:d you 're a grownup! Well , the house may not be as large,
but that doesn't mean the party can 't
Hang on, it's almost here
Jr . Deb,Sue, andKarla - lreallyfeelfor
you all. Hang in and ignore them because
they have to realize (Like they once did)
that they 'd be up a creek without you
guys.
Lori & Donna .. . Had a great time with you
guys Friday night. Let's do it again soon .
(Maybe Thursday7) Remember, watch out
for the guidos MDo professional looking papers get better
grades? Typing done on IBM Selectric Ill,
fast accurate service, reasonable rates,
on-campus location. Call Kelly: 868 - 1064
WANTED: Seriously interested people to
model for art classes_ Nude ($4 35 / hr ) or
portrait ($3 .35 / hr.) need not be
work / study; no experience necessary;
call Victoria in the Art department, 22190
Finance Club Presentation: Wed. Sept.
19, 4:00 p.m. MCC Rm . 212 - Mr. C_
Kenneth Molander, CLU. Regional Vice
President of Keystone Mass. Distributors
Inc . of Boston, will discuss career
oportunit1es in Mutual Fund
Management and Real Estate.
Dave M., in Apt. 1, above C Mkt · You pig,
and you said you 'd call . same old tune,
loser
Kevin M You ROTC stud you I Please don't
be mad at me . You know how much I love
you . I know you don't believe me, but I
swear I'm not a typical broad ( and I'm
certainly not like Lauren) We 'll ta lk soon
Peace and love - Lisa
To my best BoSlon Buddy Liz -This
weekend was great We'll always feel at
home in Guadala Harry 's where the
waitresses recognize us Hopefully the
manager will throw things at us again ·so
we can get more frne drinks . Looking
forward to more good weekends Love,
the Subaru Woman
Hey Mike K Yeh you , the reformed
derelict from Concord It was good to see
you last Sunday Like I said now its your
turn to visit me. Remember , The Coops,
right behind Webster House and Tudor
Hall, it's Apt. S-3 Don 't work too hard,
h ave so m e f u n , a n d do n . t I et
yourroommates corrupt you too much (ha
ha) Take care , see you soon. SUE M .

at

Tl1c B1oot, Drive
. Sept. 11-21
Mottt,a'1-frit,a'1
10-3

at tl1c MVD

/

·.:1 ., :.,

SAVE THIS AD! One ofthesedaysyouare
going to need something typed. Don't
waste time looking for someone to do it
when you're in a rush. Call Jo-Anne at
749-2338
·
Publishing Workshop Organizational
Meeting is next Weds Sept 19 in the
Philip Hall Room - PCAC from 4-6 pm.
This student organization publishes
Commentary, the UNH journal of
communication studies and toher
relevant topics . The workshop is open to
all UNH undergraduates. We are looking
for student editors and contributors . .
Meets once a week from mid Sept. - May.
Earn spending money by babysitting. Sign
up on the babysitting ref era I list at the
Commute Transfer Center, Rm. 136 MUB
Got the Cover Gril look? Advertising
Production needs models. No experience
necessary. For more info. Call 749-1849
LAST OPEN RUSH: Interested men, this is
your last chance to find out what Acacia
fraternity is all about. Stop in to see the
house and meet the brothPr<; IA/Prlni;,,;:da\1
S_e..;.p_t_._1_9_8_-1_0___:_p_m_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Finance Club Presentation Wed. Sept.
19, 4:00 pm. MCC Rm . 212 - Mr. C
Kenneth Molander CLU Regional Vice
President of Keystone Mass. Distributors
Inc. of Boston, will discuss career
opportunities in mutual fund mangement
and real estate .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;__
TYPING and EDITING SERVICES. Fast,
accurate , reliable. IBM Selectric Ill. Oncampus locatin. Call Kelly : 868-1064 .
Sigma Nu Rush is on. Come tu 2 Strafford
Ave . and see what separates Sigma Nu
from The Rest Open Rushes Tues. 9 / 18
a_n_d_T_h_u_r_s_
. _9_
1_20
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Thinking of a modeling career7 Here's
your big chance. Advertising production
needs female models No ·experience
necessary . Call 749-1849 for more info.
Kappa Sigma_ Open Rush Tues. night 8- _
10_ We 're stronger than ever.
· Come to Theta Chi Open Rush Tuesday
the 18th and Thurs. the 20th for our OPEN
RUSH at 33 Madbury Rd. All are welcome.
TYPING FOR ENGL401 _ 501 STUDENTS!
On-campus locatino, reasonable rates,
professional service, IBM Selectric Ill. Call
K_e_l...:ly_:_8_6_8_-_1_0_6_4_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Is fraternity life for you7 Find out about
Acacia 's acedemic, athletic, social and
campus involvement. Last OPEN RUSH
Wednesday Setp. 1_9 8-10 pm
Refreshments will.be served. Take a study
break and check it out
Men do you know the best looking lady on
campus? Have her call us we need
models. No expecience required. For more
in__
fo_._c_a_l_l_7_4_9_-_1_8_4_9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
KAPPA SIGMA _ Open Rush Tues. night
8-1 o. It's the place to be .
What's a hot shower7! Oh, if you only
new. So the pay phones were bad and you
never had a dime, ha , I nevf:-!r have to wait '
in line. My bed is soft (I'm on a loft)andthe
food is great. except for the steak. I miss
you ALOT and hope you 're fine, drop me a
line when you have the time ... SOON ... and
call me when you find a dime! Thanx for
the personal it was great!
P.B. alias Mr. Gumbel, long time no see .
HI. Your friendly newspaper friend.
M l burger
:__.:.:..::....::!..:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SY I don't know 1f you have time or the
chance to see 11,e /\'ew 1/umplhire or not. I
hope so It was good to tlak to you last
rnght. I really mean it about dinner.
Actually 11 would be nice, (and cheaper) if I
made you dinner some night. 1·11 give you
a call. or you can call me at my same
number from last year Take care . SLM
To the men in 197 E WE MUST have a
party soon or Lwill lose my mind. Help out
someone you used to know . If you think
hard I'll bet you can remember what I look
like . Curly hair and a moustache 7
RUSH SIG EP your once chance at
excellence at UNH Become acquainted
with tt,e BEST NATIONAL FRATERNITY.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Michelle how long is that list of
- untouchables now7
Chantal you 're a wonderful cook, even if
you do love that mustard trick! Thanks
a_lo_t_1_I !_!_!!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
To The New hampshire staff , or what
there is of one so far . Take care of
yourselves and don 't burnout just yet,
there's relief somewhere out there Let's
find it soon
M:.:.:.:ic:...h...:e...:.1:.:1e:...,:...w_h_a_t-d-id_y_o_u_s_a_y_th_a_t_w_a_s7
Str eam of unconciousness7

Tara c CAMP NELLIE all the way' Just
thought I'd say h1 I will sto by to visit
sometime soon Of course you can always
call me and I can tell you where I live, so
that you can vIsIt me Sf)e ya , Miss Nellie
herself, Susie craftshop , alias Susie
Sailor _
I wonder who all th ese people in the
personals column are with narnes like
Dog food m ,rn and car woman7 If you see
any of these strange apparitions pif)ase
notify the proper auth o riti es at oncel
Gregg , Todd and Marion said h1IIII

Doonesbury is coming to 7111' /\:e11
11:...
'.::.l'::..:11...:11!...1'.::.
·1':.:.
-,-:...('_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Think you can be a reporter7 It's not as
hard as you might think . Come to Jl,e An, ·
l/a1111>1hire office in room 151 of the MUS
and ask us what it's really like . I'll tell you
now it's more fun than you thought you
could EVER have in a town like Durham
Sue , here's a personal for you . I don't
have much to tell you because we·ve been
spending sooo many late nights together
Well , HONEY thanks for all the fun and
e_.x_c_I1_e_m_e_.n_1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DOONESBURY IS COMINGIII

DAZZ and DAVE , like I told you yesterday
Dazz , I haven't seen my fun summer
drinking buddies in a long time. I am
perfectly willing to drink on Sundays or
we eknights (since you're both such work aholics)1f you ever get the urg e to party .
Besides you haven 't seen my new kitten
yet. No Dave 11 won't give you too bad
allergie s See you guys around , your next
door neighbor

If you happen to be a patr on of that fine
clrinking establ1s1l111ent downtown tlwy
c all 7 Paradise 7 pl ease tip th e waitress
with th e 1Jlond1sh hair sh e works very
hmd during th e rest of th e w eek with a
pf~rs on who ha s c1 perse cution compl ex
It 's h ell on the poor woman , h elp her out 1f
you c: an
Thank y o u , sign e d th e
pers ecuted soul
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STVN
The Student Television Network is having a
General Members meeting for new and current
General Members meeting
for new and current members.
Wednesday Sept. 14th
room I IO MUB

Introducing The Fastest
WayTo Get Cash On Campus.
Indian Head 24.
Now you can do
your banking right
on campus-any
time you want*-at
the Indian Head 24
ATM located in the
UNH Memorial
Union Building.

No More Waiting
For Money.
With Indian Head 24,
·you can have instant access to
your money without leaving campus.
You can also make deposits, balance
inquiries and transfer money from
one account to another.

Bank Anywhere.
Indian Head 24 is a member of
the POCKETBANK™ network so
you can use your Indian Head Card

The final step required
foreign energy companies
operating in Canada to
purchase oil field equipment
and land supplies locally even if
prices weren't competitive with
other sources.
The U.S._ aggravated the
balance with Canada by
downgrading environmental
concerns to reduce requiremen ts on coal-fired utilities,
D?ran said, forming the acid
ram problem (see story on page
3).
Tension grew when the
Umted States first refused to
acknow!edge the problem and
then ~aid more research was
needed before any cleanup
procedures woyld be introduced ... The United States was
unwilling to_ consider that it
was creating a serious
. economic and heal_th hazard
for Canada," Doran said.

in any POCKETBANK ATM
throughout the state-24 hours a
day, seven days a week. And if you
already have a POCKETBANK card
issued from another bank, you can
still use the Indian Head 24 ATM.on
the UNH campus to make balance
inquiries and cash withdrawals.

Pass The Crash Course On Cash.
To apply for the Indian Head 24
Card, all you have to do is open
either a checking, NOW or state~
ment savings account at any Indian
· Head branch. It's that easy.

"Not since the KennedyDiefenbaker years were the
elements of dissonance so
pronounced," Doran said.
"The difficulty was that each
country allowed the rather
single-minded pursuit of its
domestic objectives to spill
over abroad to the detriment of
· the relationship."
According to Doran,
Canada felt that the U.S. would
not squeeze as tightly as they
could because they owned so
large a share of Canadian
industry. So, if they decided to
get "tough" they would merely
be "shooting themselves in the_
foot."
It remains to be seen if either
Canada or the United States
have learned how to deal more
effectively with each other,
Doran said as newadministrations emerge ( Brian Mulroneynewly apppointed prime
minister of Canada and most
likely a re-elected Ronald
Reagan.)
Neither government may, in
fact, be any less self-intere~ted
than before but each is likely to
be better able to conceal that
self-interest," Doran said.
"Time and expeditious
attention to irritants is the
surest way to the maintenance
of positive relations between
Canada and the U.S.," he
concluded.

When Judy Lafferty
prepares for a race,
she checks every part
of her bike.
Because she checks
her body the same
way, she discovered a
I ump in her breast a
few years ago.
She discovered it
early. And these days,
85% of early breast
cancers can be treated
successfu II y.
•
Judy has since had
reconstructive surgery,
too . And she feels like
herself again . Alive,
vibrant, ready to get
on her bike and take
on the world .
Judy Lafferty is living proof of the progress we're making
against cancer.
The American
Cancer Society takes
some credit for that
progress. But credit
won't finance our
work.
We need your
money to help us win
this race.

*Available only during Memorial Union
Building hours.

m

INDIAN HEAD BANK

Growing easier for you.
Member FDIC.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
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UNH women's tennis team defeated by Bowdoin
By Steve Langevin
Winning two out of three
doubles matches wasn't enough
for the UNH women's tennis
team as they dropped a 5-4
decision to Bowdoin yesterday.
It was the make-up of a match
that was rained out on
Saturday.

Sherer's match went to 7-5 in
the third set. Judi M ijal battled
Bowdoin 's Rachel Vose for two
sets before running out of
steam in the third set losing 6-0,
while Priscilla Whitehouse,
making her UN H debut, lost in
tie-breaker in the final set of her
match with Diane Kadzekyriakides.

If was as close a match as
possible with seven of the nine
singtes and doubles matches
going to three sets.

In doubles play, UN H's Lisel
Banker and Jennifer Radden
combined for their second
straight win at the number two
position, while their teammates
Linda Quain and Sara Davies
defeated Sylvie Vidrine and
Sue Palmer0-b, b-4, 6-2. at third
doubles. At the number one
slot UNH's top duo of Chris
Stanton and Dianna Fischer
lost in straight sets 7-5,7-5.

UNH's Sharon Gibson
rebounded from a 6-1 first set
loss to Bowdoin's Maria
Kokini1; to win the final

t\\'O

sets 7-6(7-5) and 6-4, to capture
the top singles match for the
Wildcats. Kathie Mullen
posted the other singles victory
for UNH with a 6-2, 7-6 win at
the number five position.

The UNH women (l~l)
travel to Holy Cross today to
try to get back on the winning
track before returning for a
home match on Friday against
the University of Maine.

I he other four singles
matches went to Bowdoin.
Amy Harper and Anne Temer
won the second and third
singles defeating UN H's Anne
G. Sherer and Wendy Crowe.

SPO_RTS.SCHEDULE
TODAY-Women's Soccer vs. Boston College at home
3:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis at Holy Cross 3:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY-Men's Tennis at UMASS
Men's s ·occer at UMASS 3:30 p.m.

FRIDAY-Women's Tennis vs. Maine at home 3:30 p.m.
Men's X-Country vs. UCONN, Providence, and URI at
home 3:00 p.m.
Men's Tennis at Maine I :30 p.m.
_
Field Hockey vs . West Chester at B. U. 7:00 p.m.

SATURDAY-Football vs. Boston University at home
1:00 p.m.
Women's X-Country at URI Invitational 12:00 noon
Women's Volleyball at Holy Cross with Eastern Nazarene
I 1:00 a.m.
Women's Soccer at Dartmouth 11 :00 a.m.

SUNDAY-Field Hockey vs. Harvard at home 1:00 p.m.
Women's Tennis vs. Central Connecticut at home 10:00
a.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Holy Cross at home 2:00 p.m.

Wendy Crowe servmg earher this season. The Wildcats dropped a tough 5-4 decision at the hands
of Bowdoin yesterday .(Brook Tart file photo)

Women volley hailers third
By Steve Langevin
Strong team play carried the
UNH women's volleyball team
to a strong third-place finish at
the Provid-ence Invitational last
Saturday. Host team Providence College took first while
the University of Rhode Island
gathered second.
"I was very happy with our
finish," said UN H head coach
Carol Ford. "It was a step in the
right direction for the girls."
After opening the day with
losses to URI 15-8, 15-2 and
Providence College 15-7, 15-7,
the 'Cats rebounded with a
hard-fought win over the
University of Connecticut.
UNH won the first game 15-7,
only to see UCONN bounce
back with. a 15-6 win in game
two. The Wildcats finally
captured the third game in

---........-----BRANDE LL-------( continued from page 31)
possible nerve damage and
numbness. Maybe circulation
problems. There were bouts
with shin splints. Her str.ide on '
the treadmill was filmed and
analyzed at Nike. She biked 1
and swam longer than she cares ,
to remember.
She saw four different
doctors. The advice was ·
·contradictory: quit running;
switch to the mile;_try different
stretching routines; use
orthotics.
In short, her coach, Nancy ·
Krueger, said, ·•1t took an
incredibly long time for the
pain to go away."
Brandell progressed from IOminute runs twice a week in the
fall to her first pain-free sixmiler in IO months March 25.
By May 3, Brand.ell completed
i her first track workout, a major
i breakthrough.
·
.. The frustration was
terrible," she reflected. "It
seemed all last year, nothing
1

went right."
"After the first few days of
running, trying to get back in
shape, I guess I understood
why people say they hate
running. Once I started getting
in shape, I looked forward to
running. I appreciated it more.
It makes me realize how lucky I
am to be able to do what I do."
Her efforts are beginning to
pay off. Last summer, she
averaged 48 miles a week and
won two road races. In a recent
pre-season intrasquad race~
Brandell finished first with a
meet record 17:23.
A recreation major with a.
minor in physical education, t
Brand ell found the decision to,
return for an extra semester '
difficult. But her drive and
commitment are clear.
"I figure this is my last shot; I
want to make it worth while,"
she said. "I felt there was an
empty space. I couldn't imagine
graduating and saying it's over.

impressive fashion ( 15-4), for
the victory. UN H closed out
the tournament with a 15-3, 154 victory over Boston College,
which guaranteed the Wildcats
· the third spot.
"We played as well as we
could, considering we have
only been practicing for two
weeks," commented Ford, "but
everyone has been working
really hard."
One of the Wildcats' biggest
concerns heading into this
seasonwasreplacinggraduated
setter Karen Beardsley, but
Ford seems to have found the
answer. She uses a 6-2 set which
utilizes both sophomore Thalia
· Chaltas and freshman Diana
Doucette at the setter position.
This strong Wildcat squad
has been bolstered by the
return of Christine Schwartz,
who sat out last season.
"Chris is our strongest allaround player," commented
Ford. "Having her . back has
- really helped."

"I have a lot o( personal
goals and couldn't leave
without attempting to fulfill
them."
'
What does Brand.ell's return
do fo.r the team?
.. It's unfortunate Kathy
missed last year," Krueger
explained, "but it gives us one
more year of having a good,
solid group with a great
attitude toward cross country.
The freshmen not only will
have Kathy's leadership, but
also the influence from our
other upperclassmen as well.
"Kathy is a fine example as
an individual and a runner. She
just kept coming back, working
out and going to doctors.
"I have a l<(>t of admiration
. for Joan Benoit and her type of
character. I have the same
admiration for Kathy Brandel!.
It's the same type of strength
and character."

UNH also features 6-0
sophomore Colleen Cody, who
is a strong hitter and blocker,
and Fran Day.
"Fran is a real surprise
because she made the team as a
walk-on," said Ford. "She's a ·
good all-around player who
. should help us."
The Wildcats have set several
goals for this season, which
incl!-}de their first winning
season in four years and
qualifying for post-season play
in the ECAC's.
"We're looking forward to a
strong season," said Ford, "as
long as we can stay healthy."
UN H has a week to prepare
for its next match Saturday at
Holy Cross, with Eastern
Nazarene, and Coach Ford·
plans to take advantage of that
time.
"We have to make our
offense crisper and sharper,"
she said, "but that will come as
we get more and more practice
time."

WRITE SPORTS
Call Steve at 21656 Rm.210 or· ,
stop by The New
Hampshire
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Crusaders 26-29

X-Country women overtaken
Connors was sick the two
By Bob Arsenault
A record-tying run by Kathy days before the race but still
· Brand ell was not enough to took sixth place with a time of
push the UN H women's cross- . 18:03. '"Mo gave us her usual
l l 0%," said Coach Krueger.
country team past Holy Cross
Patty Martin was seventh with
on Saturday. The Crusaders
eked out a 26-29 win on the a time of 18:03 in her second xcountry race.
strength of their 2-3-4 finish.
Considering that Holy Cross
Freshman Dominique St.
was the runner-up in the
nationals of division 2 cross- Pierre ran an aggressive race to
country last year, UNH did take tenth place and was
followed by T-ci Wilson in
very well.
eleventh. Freshman Tara
Brandell is now tied with Teevens and sophomore Lisa
Nancy Scardina for the UNH Klein improved their best times
course record with a time of by I :26 and I :09 and are now in
lo:,~. She also won last weeK ·~ contention, along ·with Pam
Bailey, for places in the top
intrasquad meet:
seven on the team.
Three Holy Cross runners,
led -by Mary McNaughton,
"We had to break their 2-3-4
and we couldn't do it," said
were next to cross the line.
Coach Krueger. The team did
UN H then took fifth, sixth and
make some gains, however. "I
seventh but the damage had
been done as a l-2-3 or 2-3-4
wanted to see all of the first
finish by one team is nearly
pack decrease their mile splits
by IO seconds and they all did.
impossible to beat.
Now all we have to do is get
After Brandell, the top UN H some people closer to Kathy,"
runners were Liese Schaff, she added.
Maureen Connors · and Patty
The women will travel to the
Martin. Schaff ran 17:58 over
URI Invitational next
the 5000 meter loop, only two
Saturday where they will have a
seconds off her best time, to
rematch '\1/ith Holy Cross.
finish fifth.

.

, Cross took second, third and fourth in its '!in.(Bob Arsenault photo)

Bates and St.Joes

over UNH harriers
By Bob Arsenault
Despite a n·umber of
personal bests, the UN H men's
cross-country team still
suffered two defeats to Bates
and St. Joseph's, on a cold,
rainy Saturday morning. The
losses hurt, but UNH Head
Coach Jim Boulanger was still
happy with the way his team
ran.
"At this time last year, the
people were not as fast as they
are today," he said. One prime
example of these improvements was given by Jeremy
King, the first finisher for
UNH, who bettered his time
over this course by 22 seconds
from last year.
John Neff, fourth overall
and second for the team, fell
once but still managed to better
his old mark of 26:00 by 24
seconds for the five mile course.

(Front to back) UN H's Eric Demarco, Tim Mortimer and Scott Rhodes in action against Bates and
'St.Joes Saturday.(Bob Arsenault photo)

1

-------------SOCCER------------- '
(continued from page 31)
midfield.
But with time running out,
and Garber substituting freely
at the forward positions, the
Wildcats developed pressure in
the B.C. end. UNH was
awarded an indirect from forty
yards that appeared to be
floating harmlessly into the
B.C. keeper's hands, until _he
decided to punch the ball away.
The punched ball was chipped
back into the area by UN Hand
Pfisterer put it home to
underline the keeper's mistake.
The ,fjna.l .ll'linu.t~s. w~re. tl)e
best of the· afternoon for UN H

as they continually threatened
to end the game in regulation.
Their best chance came off a
transition at midfield where
Peter Spiegel sent Seth'
Worcester down the left side.
As the crowd cheered in
anticipation, Worcester's leftfooted shot just missed on the
left side, ending up on the
outside of the netting. It would
be the Wildcats' last serious
threat of the game.
Twenty minutes of overtime
followed but the only real
chance belonged to the Eagles.
It came off a direct kick just
~~ts1de the· eighteen-yard box

The third UN H finisher was
freshman Mike Eliasberg in
26:07. "Mike put together a
good race for us,"said Coach
Boulanger. "He gave us a
strong indicator of his

potential," he added.
Rounding out the top five for
the men were sophomores Jeff
Lewin and Jim Mackenzie who
finished 14th and 17th
respectively.
Right behind these two was
senior Eric Demarco. After a
frustrating, injury-plagued
cross-country career, Demarco
finished · the race in 26:4 l.
Another senior , Vince
Connelly, ran eighth for the
team in his first cross-country
race with a time of 26:57.
Juniors Brad Laprise and Scott
Rhodes also set personal marks
on the course of 27: 16 and
26:45.
"Besides getting faster," said
Coach Boulanger, "we'll have
to group our runners better. In
this race we had a minute and
fifteen seconds separating our
first and fifth finishers. It's
tough to win meets that way."
The next meet on the men's
schedule is a tri-meet Friday,
with URI and UConn at URI.

FOOTBALL

that beat Chidekel but was ,
cleared by a UNH back.
.-------·•------(continued from page 32)
Where offense had been the
of Brian O'Neil, Bill O'Malley,
story in last week's4-2 win over play our best and still win."
The UN H defense played
and Ilia Jarostchuk were also
Bowdoin, it was strong efforts
around the ball all afternoon.
from Chidekel and the backs tough, hardnose football the
Coming off two victories this
that were the bright spots, in an entire game. "When we had to
season, the Wildcats face their
otherwise mediocre perfor- stop them, we did .- In the •first
toughest opponent. UNH lost
mance Sunday afternoon. The half, we played O.K. but gave
I 3-3 last season to B. U. in
offense must get on track for up a touchdown pass," said
Boston. This year, the Terriers
Wednesday afternoon's game cornerback Tim Teevens. "The
first series of the second half
will be coming to Durham. The
in Amherst versus UMass.
was most important. We had to
Wildcats will be waiting for
The Wildcats' next home come out and shut them down.
them. Said co-captain Dave
game· is Sunday afternoon And we did."
Wissman, 'Tm saving my
versus Holy Cross. Kick-off
The linebackers, Peter
comments untilafterihcgamebehind Jhe Field House is. 2:00 Weare and NeaJ Zonfrelli, wece
after we ~heat the . Dogs
p.m...
•' ~ ~ ,. . r
outstanding. The interior line
(Terriers)".
1.1{•·;
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Male hooters surprise Boston College Eagles 1-1
By J. Barry Mothes
Adrian Pfisterer rolled a
loose ball through a scramble
of people and · past a diving
Boston College keeper to
salvage a 1-1 tie for the Widcats
on Sunday afternoon in
Durham. Pfisterer's goal came
with just under eight minutes to
go in the game .
. Despite the attractions of a
decent crowd and perfect
weather, the Wildcats were
sluggish and sloppy for much
of the afternoon. Had it not
been for the aggressive play of
UNH keeper Adam Chidekel
::ind ::i s trons effort from the

backs, especially Jack
Sebastian, things could have
been disastrous.
Both teams came out
cautious, with B.C. controlling
most of the balls at midfield,
preventing UN H from posin_g
any serious offensive
challenges. Meanwhile the
Eagles' forwards had their
chances, hitting the crossbar~
and then a post within minutes.
UNH was - awarded an
indirect kick from about 25
yards just before the halftime
whistle but couldn't penetrate
the B.C. wall.
The Wildcats finally spent ,
some time in the B.C. end
This Boston College player is a head above the rest in Sunday's game. The Wildcats got a late goal from Adrian Pfisterer to force a
during the opening moments of
1-1 tie with the Eagles.( Frank Consentino photo)
the second half, their best
, threat coming from a Darren
Corini corner that had to be
cleared off the line by a B.C.
. back. At the other end
The leading striker for UNH Chidekel continued to keep
"A couple of their goals were
By Steve Langevin
only outshot 16 to 9 and trailed
the results of mental was Chadwick, while Kim UN H in the contest, covering
Olga Pardo scored a hat trick only 2-1 at ~he half.
breakdowns on our part. Shaw and Sarah Stokes played dangerous balls amidst a lot of
in the second half to break open
a close game and propel the
Goals by Wendy Zolner and expecially on restarts," said will at the midfield positions. traffic.
Finally the momentum
Keene State women's soccer Laurie St. Pierre offset one by Andrews.
team to a 5-1 win over UNH UNH's captain Cheryl
The Wildcats will look for which B.C. was building during
Saturday afternoon.
Julie Trask and Margie improvement in their markings the middle of the half was
Chadwick to give Keene St. the
halftime lead. For the last 20 Arnold split the goaltending on restarts and in their overall realized. After a B.C. indirect
"We were happy with our minutes of the half, after duties for the Wildcats, while conditioning in their future that UNH seemingly had
controlled, the Eagles' Brown
overall play," said UNH head Chadwick's goal, the Wildcats Jen Connelly and Marcia matches.
hit a hard shot half way up the
coach Ken Andrews. "We were took the game to Keene St. but Pansuk shared the netminding.
net just inside the post past
able to control the ball for long couldn't do any further
The bright spot for Andrews
Chidekel, who was divng to his
periods of time, which is very damage.
was the good marking by his
This UNH squad doesn't left. From here the Eagles only
good against such a strong
team."
In the second half Pardo defensive corps. He got strong take the easy route, as after seemed to get stronger, with
took control of the game, games from Lynn Holzman , pla ying tenth-ranked Keene fine passing and successful
The game wasn't nearly as scoring three goals- to put the Laura St_urgeon, Colb_urn Cole , St.,_ they now move on to ninth- containment of the plav at
lopsided as the final score game out of the reach of t
.J .J V JJ.Hl.
~ULLtn., page .)0
\...ream:.
indicated, as the Wildcats were Wildcats.

Women's soccer falls to Keene State

1

Brandel! battles
hack once again
From UNH S_ports Info.
Brandell became one of UN) ,
Comebacks are nothing new great runners. She finish :
·to Kathy Brandel!.
third in the New England Cn ,
A co-captain on the Country Championship I,
University of New Hampshire sophomore and junior yeH
women's cross country team, when UNH won the team tit!:
Brandell is in her fifth year, She helped UNH to the Distri
using a final season of I title and competed with 1l
eligibility after missing last ; team in the NCAA Champic,
year's track and cross country ship in 1981.
seasons with a stress fracture.
As a junior, she ran
-stress fractures also are personal record of 17:06 in N ~
nothing new to the 22-year-old - Englands and ran an NCA,
from Plattsburgh, N.Y. She qualifying time for the indc
was recovering from one when two-mile. It was definitely It
she arrived at UNH as a year. Until the outdoor N ~
freshman. Sh_e made it through England meet. Brandell was c
her first cross country season in i her way to a first-place finist
fine form, but missed the track the 3000 meters when i l
season with a stress fracture of dropped out in excruciat 1
the right tibia. Brandell went ! pain after the first mile.
injury-free as a sophomore, but
Her injury was diagnosed
suffered another stress fracture a sever stress fracture at the t c
during the outdoor track of the left tibia.
season her junior year.
Complications follow<,
· That injury kept her out of Her recovery was a year-le 1
commission for more than a obstacle course. There \'
year.
BRANDELL; page 29
Kathy Brandell has come back from numerous injuries and is still the women's top runner.(Bob
-, In between these setbacks,
. • : . , ! I
';• , 1 ·.,-,·.-,·,; J','
_ ·1·.· ••• 1·.,, Arsenauitphoto)
tfl'
,,;-' -· 1 •·· 1'J , ' 1'1fJ_,1:,
l'l·;J'J
'·,·,~ ·, r,tr 11·,,.1 '·•""J'1'")'.;;' 1'',1 \rL,l
. \ ...... ,.
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Sports
Football Wildcats win eighth straight 21-7
By Aaron Fe.rraris
The rampaging UNH
Wildcats raised their record to
2-0 by defeating the (0-2)
Lafayette Leopards 21-7 in a
lackluster game in Easton, Pa.
on Saturday. The game
fea·tured one of the premier
runningbacks in the country,
UN H's Andre Garron .
The unstoppable Garron
scored three touchdowns and
rushed for 228 yards. It was the
eighth straight game Oat run
has rushed for I 00 or more
yards in a gaine. He broke Bill
Burnham\ record of seven
consecutive I00 plus games set
in 1977.
Garron 's totals to date are:
70 carries for 443 yards, four
touchdowns. Those are All. American statistics.
The Wildcats have won their
last eight games, starting with
the fifth game of last season.
Next Saturday, the B.U.
Terriers (2-0) come to Durham
in a key Yankee Conference
match-up. Both teams have
been named as favorites for the
Yankee Conference crown. The
Terriers won the title last
season and are coming off a 440 thrashing of Morgan State
Saturday.
UNH can't afford to play
subpar against a formidable
B. U. squad that features a
wonderkind of their own, AllAmerican running-back Paul
Lewis.
Last season, Lewis rushed
for 1603 yards on 339 carries
for a 4. 7 yards pe-r carry
average. He also scored 21
touchdowns.
"The Wildcats will have to
play better against B. U. than
they did against Lafayette,"
said assistant Sports
Information Director Mike
Bruckner after watching the
error-filled game.
The game was filled with

UNH quarterback Rich Leclerc(l4) prepares to accept the snap from center. The Wildcats rolled over Lafayette 21-7 Saturday and
face B. U. this Saturday.( Frank Consentino file photo)
turnovers. Lafayette and UNH
combined for eleven turnovers:
seven fumbles and four
interceptions. There were also
fifteen penalties called for I 13
yard~. This was not a pretty
game to watch.
"We made a lot of mistakes,
especially in the first half. But,
we were able to come back and
win and that's all that counts,"
said offensive tackle John
Flanagan. "I think that's the
mark of a good team - to not

Stickwomen slosh to victory

By Jennifer Briggs
~ lightning fast style used against
It was raining, the field was · Maine on Tuesday.
But with or without the fast
wet and the conditions were
awful, but the UNH field pace, the 'Cats are an incredibly
hockey team overcame the awesome team to watch.
adverse weather . to defeat Offensively, the 'Cats make an
-Purdue 2-0 o·n Saturday unbelievably difficult game
afternoon. Becau se of the look so simple by executing
conditions, the game took on a their dodges and passes with
slower pace compared to the great ease. UNH's stingy
FOOTBALL, page 3_9
defense frustrates all their
opponents by breaking up
every _scoring attempt.
On Saturdav, defense
seemed to prevail-for the 'Cats
as Purdue wasn't able to get
more than three clean shots on
goal the entire game. In her
second start of the season,
freshman goalie Michelle
Flannel! scrambled at the face
of the goal to make three
excellent saves in the contest.
Flannell claimed, ••1 had a hard
time with the wet conditions
but the defense was great and
they took a lot of pressure off
me."
Flannel! would have felt a lot
more pressure if it wasn't for
the two early goals scored off
corner plays for New
Hampshire. With 10 minutes
gone in the first half,
sophomore Pauline Collins
scored an unassisted goal as she
collected the ball off the pads of
Purdue's goalie and fired a
quick shot.
Five minutes later, in an
identical situation, 'Peggy
Helinski scored her first goaL
unassisted, to give the 'Cats the
2-0 advantage they never let go.
Both of these goals were set up
by corner plays where Barb
Marois fired a rocket shot on
goal, while the other forwards
The UNH field hockey team.is celebrating again, this time because or ·a 2-0 blankirg of Purdue rush to knock in the rebound.
· Saturday.(Frank Consentino file photo)
The second half seemed

more evenly matched as
Purdue came out strong and
worked the ball down towards
goal. Both teams shared
possession of the ball causing
the game to get more intense as
battles for possession, mixed
with wet conditions, resulted in
a more physical contest.
Although Purdue constantly
threatened to score with four
corner attempts in the second
half. they. never even got a shot
off with the defensive
combination of· Marois and
Sandy Vander-Hnden.
Be ca u-s e o f h e r e :·/t re m e
quickness, Vander-Heyden
alwavs reached the offense first
arid pulled the ball away with a
one-handed reach to d iscourage any shots at all.
Although the 'Cats remain
undefeated, there are many
tough contests ahead and head
coach Marisa Didio has been
working on all aspects of the
game to prepare them.
. "'In practice, we've been
working on establishing
momentum early in the game ..'
We did a good job in the first:
half by getting two goals in 15
minutes but I wasn't as pleased
with the second · half. 'The
environment created problems
as well as some Purdue
defenders who . played really
well and caused us to have
d i ff i c,~ I t y g e t t i n g a ro u n d
them.
The 'Cats will travel to
Boston University and face
West Chester on September 21
in their first road trip of the
season. UNH will be home
again on September 23 to meet
Harvard in a I :00 pm contest.

